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Abstract
In the design of a thermal protection system for atmospheric entry, aerothermal heating
presents a major impediment to efficient heat shield design. Recombination of atomic
species in the boundary layer results in highly exothermic surface-catalyzed recombination
reactions and an increase in the heat flux experienced at the surface. The degree to which
these reactions increase the surface heat flux is partly a function of the heat shield material.
Characterization of the catalytic behavior of these materials takes place in experimental
facilities, however there is a dearth of detailed computational models for the fluid dynamic
and chemical behavior of such facilities.
A numerical model coupling finite rate chemical kinetics and high temperature thermo-
dynamic and transport properties with a computational fluid dynamics flow solver has been
developed to model the chemically reacting flow in the inductively coupled plasma torch
facility at the University of Vermont. Simulations were performed modeling the plasma jet
for hybrid oxygen-argon and nitrogen plasmas in order to validate the models developed
in this work by comparison to experimentally-obtained data for temperature and relative
species concentrations in the boundary layer above test articles. Surface boundary condi-
tions for wall temperature and catalytic efficiency were utilized to represent the different test
article materials used in the experimental facility. Good agreement between measured and
computed data is observed. In addition, a code-to-code validation exercise was performed
benchmarking the performance of the models developed in this dissertation by comparison
to previously published results. Results obtained show good agreement for boundary layer
temperature and species concentrations despite significant differences in the codes. Lastly,
a series of simulations were performed investigating the effects of recombination reaction
rates and pressure on the composition of a nitrogen plasma jet in chemical nonequilibrium
in order to better understand the composition at the boundary layer edge above a test
article. Results from this study suggest that, for typical test conditions, the boundary layer
edge will be in a state of chemical nonequilibrium, leading to a nonequilibrium condition
across the entire boundary layer for test article materials with high catalytic efficiencies.
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The design of thermal protection systems (TPS) for missions involving atmospheric entry
to other planets and reentry to the Earth’s atmosphere is an ongoing challenge. During at-
mospheric entry, a vehicle traveling at hypersonic speeds creates a bow shock which causes
the ambient atmosphere to drastically increases in temperature and thus dissociate and
ionize as it passes through the shock. In the post-shock region, the gas tends toward ther-
mochemical equilibrium towards the vehicle surface, however it is generally accepted that
within the boundary layer, the gas does not achieve equilibrium. This condition results in
recombination of atomic species at the surface, often by way of highly exothermic reactions.
These reactions can significantly increase the heat flux experienced by the heat shield rel-
ative to an equilibrium condition. Owing to insufficient knowledge of material catalycity,
conservative design methodologies are employed with regard to predicted heat transfer such
that the heat shield mass must be increased at the expense of the scientific payload.
Determination of the response of TPS materials to the high temperatures encountered
during planetary (re)entry poses significant challenges. Using experimental techniques, it
is not possible to fully recreate the flow encountered by an entry vehicle in a laboratory
setting and instead, it is considered sufficient to match the post-shock total pressure, total
enthalpy, and stagnation point velocity gradient. Various types of facilities exist for this,
1
chiefly among them are arc-jets and inductively coupled plasma torches. Although unable
to match flight conditions exactly, both types of facilities are able to operate in supersonic
configurations and generate high surface heat flux rates, effectively replicating the post-
shock nonequilibrium boundary layer above the TPS material.
Arc-jets generate a supersonic plasma flow by running a large current between copper
electrodes, a method which can potentially introduce contaminants into the flow in the
form of molten copper. In North America, arc-jets represent the dominant form of plasma
wind tunnel used to study (re)entry flows. Some of these facilities are NASA’s Ames Arc
Heating Facility (AHF) and Interaction Heating Facility (IHF), the NASA Johnson Arc Jet
Complex, and the Boeing Large Core Arc Tunnel. CIRA’s SCIROCCO facility and the
DLR LBK and L3K are some of the few arc-jets in use in Europe.
Inductively coupled plasma (ICP) torches create plasma via induction heating within a
quartz tube upstream of the test chamber (this is explained in great detail in [2]). One of
the primary benefits of induction heating relative to arc heating is that no contaminants are
introduced into the plasma, ensuring that the test gas composition is known, making them
preferable for studying chemical behavior in the flow. ICP facilities represent the dominant
form of ground test facility in Europe. Examples of these include the Von Karman Institute’s
15 kW Minitorch facility, the 1.2 MW Plasmatron facility, and the 100 kW ICP torch at
the Institute for Problems in Mechanics in Moscow. In North America, the University of
Vermont ICP torch is the only facility of its kind used for testing TPS materials. It is worth
noting briefly that ICP technology has many industrial applications, including ICP mass
spectrometry and reactive ion etching for semiconductor production, however these topics
are not considered here.
Shock tubes represent another common type of facility used to study atmospheric entry
flows. Unlike arc-jets and ICP torches, they are able to achieve high hypersonic speeds,
however test durations are extremely short: the upper limit is on the order of milliseconds.
Conversely, ICP torches and arc-jets allow to test durations greater than one hour. Some
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examples of shock tube facilities are the Von Karman Institute Longshot and NASA’s
Electric Arc-driven Shock Tube (EAST).
In the computational realm, there is no shortage of capable flow solvers available in
the commercial or open source domains suitable for modeling high Mach number reentry
flows. However, there exists a dearth of solvers coupled with the ability to handle finite
rate chemistry and high temperature thermodynamic and transport properties necessary
for accurate simulations of subsonic plasma flow within a ground test facility. This problem
is treated in the present work.
Unlike ground-based experiments, the scope of simulations can be much more wide-
ranging. The two main areas of interest are the simulation of full flight conditions and
geometry and simulating the behavior of ground test facilities. These present two drastically
different flow regimes. In the case of (re)entry flow, the vehicle is traveling at hypersonic
speeds (5-25 km/s, depending on the mission, see Figure 1.1) and the flow is typically in
thermal nonequilibrium. Accurate simulation of this requires numerical schemes capable of
handling the large gradients that accompany shocks and the use of multiple temperatures for
the chemical species. Depending on the atmospheric composition and temperature range, a
radiation model may be required, significantly increasing the complexity and computational
cost of the simulation.
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Fig. 1. Flow reH gimes and thermochemical phenomena in the stagnation region of a 30.5 cm radius sphere #ying in air (after [178]).
Oran gave a performance comparison of some massively
parallel computers and their application to reacting #ows
in NS as well as DSMC schemes (as of February 1995)
[28]. Wright et al. demonstrated signi"cant gains in
convergence times, memory usage and numerical stabil-
ity on 512-processor Thinking Machines CM-5 with up
to 19.8 G-#ops performance and 16GB memory for
a Mach 15 nonreacting 3D #ow [29].
Typical state-of-the-art CFD codes and their applica-
tions have been described by their authors and users in
several conference proceedings (e.g. [2,8}10,30}36]) and
in individual publications by Bellucci [37], BruK ck [38],
Candler [39,40], Drummond et al. [41], Gno!o [27],
Grasso [42,43], Hannemann [44], Marini [45], Walpot
[46], Netter"eld [47], Nicolet [48], Park [23,49,50],
Radespiel [51], Radhakrishnan [52], Tirskiy [53,54].
They may be consulted for details and background refer-
ences. Some of these codes have been partially validated
with respect to underlying models (e.g. NOZNT for multi-
temperature nozzle #ows [55]) but the general problem
of code validation is still an ongoing and di$cult task
[23,27].
It is now generally recognized that many of the re-
quired models and associated data in this context are
often uncertain and even inadequate in many cases. In
fact, they themselves form an area of active research and
debate among physical chemists (cf. [56]). It is therefore
imperative that aerospace technology, #uid dynamics,
and physical chemistry join forces to reduce these uncer-
tainties if the projected new vision of a hypersonic era is
to be realized. In later sections some of the open issues in
modelling will be brie#y discussed.
On the experimental side also, the existing facilities,
new and old, can only partially simulate some of the
relevant phenomena. Arnold et al. [57] have given a gen-
eral review of the various types of facilities for aero-
thermodynamic testing, drawing from European and
US-experience. They point out that these facilities can be
regarded only as complementary to each other covering,
as they do, di!erent individual high-temperature aspects
to a certain acceptable degree of accuracy under some
practically relevant conditions. Park reviewed, in general,
the use of high enthalpy facilities for an evaluation of
high-temperature phenomena [50]. An overview of the
current hypersonic testing facilities at DLR (Germany)
and ONERA (France) by Kordulla et al. has been
given recently, [58]. For instance, Fig. 2 shows some
European facilities that cover an adequate range of an
important part of the Earth reentry trajectories of space
vehicles under the assumption of a &binary scaling law'
(requiring the product of reference density and length be
kept invariant between cases to be compared [26]) which
describes similarity with respect to binary collision dom-
inated diatomic dissociation prevalent in air at the rel-
evant altitudes. It may be noted that the useful range of
testing times can be less than the actual run times shown
in Fig. 2 [59]. The facilities do have a useful range of
overlap for mutual comparisons. For instance, the condi-
tions and enthalpy ranges of the Hotshot F4-arc tunnel
at ONERA, Le Fauga/Toulouse, produce nearly full oxy-
gen dissociation, whereas the HEG (Stalker-type free-
piston high enthalpy shock tunnel, GoK ttingen) conditions
can take over at the start of nitrogen dissociation, the
overlap occurring around 5 km/s #ow speeds, seen in
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Figure 1.1: Flow regimes and thermochemical behavior in the stagnation region of a 30.5
cm sphere in air from Gupta [1].
Ground test facilities feature a very different regime of high-enthalpy flow: the flow
speeds are much lower, often subsonic for ICP facilities, and while the plasma may be in
chemical nonequilibrium, the degree of thermal nonequilibrium is relati ely weak owing to
the modest pressures; thus the use of a single temperature model suffices. Owing to these
differences, specifically the subsonic nature of ICP flows, many codes used to study flight
conditions employ numeric schemes designed for high speed (Mach number > 1) flow which
are not directly applicable to the simulation of ground test facilities. Previous studies of
inductively coupled plasma torch facilities have included models for the electromagnetic
forc , including the magnetic and electric fields gen rate by the induction coil and the
heating of the test gas, although this is not strictly necessary when the regions of interest
are the bulk flow of the plasma jet or the boundary layer above a test article. The elec-
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tromagnetic forces relevant to plasma generation occur within the induction region of the
ICP torch. Outside of this region, it is sufficient to model the plasma as a dissociated gas
comprised of multiple chemical species.
1.1 Overview of past work
Atmospheric reentry became an active area of research during the 1940s and 1950s, when the
driving force for the field was ensuring the survival of ballistic missiles as they approached
their targets [7]. With the advent of manned missions to space in the late 1950s, the field
began to shift towards its present state. While the bulk flow in this regime presented its
own challenges, interest in the behavior of the boundary layer and the resultant stagna-
tion point heat transfer built the foundation for modern research in the field of reentry
aerothermodynamics.
Much of the early effort toward characterizing reentry flows resulted in the development
of correlations for surface heat transfer instead of direct computations, owing to the absence
of computing power at that time. For the same reason, all early numerical studies relied on
simplified equation sets, taking the form of coordinate transformations based on similarity
for boundary layer flow. These can be viewed as significantly more advanced cousins of the
Blasius boundary layer solution which include terms for temperature and the composition
of the gas in terms of chemical species. These approaches are valid but as a result of their
reduced form, they lack detailed information about the behavior of the flow. As such, they
are not suitable for detailed study when compared to modern computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) methods.
1.1.1 Early correlations for stagnation point heat transfer
One of the earliest treatments of heat transfer during reentry is Lees’ 1956 paper [8] which
focused on two limiting cases for laminar heat transfer over a blunt-nosed body: 1) lo-
cal thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) with chemical reactions being considered very fast
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relative to a characteristic convective timescale; and 2) diffusion as rate-limiting whereby
recombination reactions take place more slowly than diffusion across streamlines, i.e. the
case of frozen flow. In the LTE case, it is assumed that all heat transfer to the surface
takes place by way of conduction. In the case of diffusion as rate-limiting, the heat transfer
results from both conduction and heat released by atoms recombining on the surface. For
the LTE regime, Lees determined that the heat transfer to the surface could be obtained
directly from the surface pressure distribution. For a frozen flow, it was found that the
maximum value of the heat transfer resulting from either diffusion or conduction could be








where ρ is the gas density, D12 is a binary diffusion coefficient, cp is the specific heat at
constant pressure, and λ is the thermal conductivity, with all quantities taken at the wall.
This term effectively represents the ratio of diffusive to conductive heat transfer and in
the case of frozen flow, was found to be equal to about 1.3, implying that diffusion is the
dominant mechanism for heat transfer. In the LTE regime, it was determined that the heat
transfer rate was independent of the mechanism and this term was equal to 1.
The 1958 work of Fay and Riddell [9] expanded upon Lees’ work by developing a set
of transformed boundary layer equations for a general condition wherein the state of the
flow could be considered on the spectrum between frozen and equilibrium. This was ac-
complished by introducing a gas phase recombination rate parameter as a function of the
chemical rate constant for atomic recombination, pressure, temperature, and velocity gra-
dient at the stagnation point. This parameter indicates the chemical behavior of the flow
such that a null value represents frozen flow with no gas phase recombination and an infinite
value represents the LTE condition. The effects of the recombination rate parameter were
studied at the two extremes and with finite recombination rates for the limiting wall cases
of a non-catalytic wall, on which no recombination takes place, and a catalytic wall which
forces the chemical composition at the wall to the LTE state at the wall temperature. This
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differs from later work in which the wall catalycity is varied but the chemical reaction rates
are allowed to proceed at normal speed.
More notably, this work produced the well-known correlation for stagnation point heat
transfer for equilibrium flow:












where σ is the Prandtl number, µ is the gas viscosity, and h is the mixture enthalpy, and hD
is the dissociation enthalpy. The subscript δ refers to quantities taken at the boundary layer
edge and w denotes the wall values, both at the stagnation point. However, because this










where n = 0.52 for equilibrium flow and 0.63 for nonequilibrium flow (both determined from
correlations) and Nu and Re are the Nusselt and Reynolds numbers. Using this parameter,
it was determined that for a catalytic wall and a Lewis number near 1, the chemical state of
the gas does not drastically effect the resultant heat transfer at the surface. Conversely, for
a non-catalytic wall, the heat transfer is significantly decreased. This finding is supported
by practically all later results and marks the beginnings of work studying wall catalycity in
earnest.
Goulard’s paper from later in 1958 [10] built upon the work of Fay and Riddell while
investigating the effects of wall catalycity with the assumption of frozen flow. Goulard recog-
nized that Fay and Riddell’s catalytic wall was actually an extreme limiting case (identical,
in fact, to the modern assumption of a supercatalytic wall) and as such emphasized the
effects of finite surface recombination rates on stagnation point heat transfer. It was noted
that at the wall, the net flux of atoms is the result of diffusion alone (expressed in the
form of Fick’s law) and thus the chemical boundary condition could be set to a diffusive
flux scaled by a catalytic speed. Thus, the commonly used recombination efficiency γ was
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introduced, defined as the ratio of atoms recombining at the wall to the total number of
atoms striking the wall.
Taking the same approach as Fay and Riddell, Goulard characterized the heat transfer












where φ is a correlation factor based on the Schmidt number, the velocity gradient, the
catalytic speed, and the gas viscosity and density. Results obtained with this correlation
were found to match both Lees’ and Fay and Riddell’s work, while also being able to study
the effects of wall catalycity. Wall temperature was determined to have a positive effect
on recombination, such that if wall temperature were allowed to increase, it would lead to
greater rates of recombination, resulting in more heat transferred to the surface; ultimately
an undesirable situation for any reentry vehicle. This finding holds true to the extent
that increasing temperature has a positive relation to reaction rates. However, beyond a
certain point an increasing wall temperature would lead to less recombination because the
composition would trend towards a state with higher dissociation.
1.1.2 Modern approaches for modeling reentry and plasma flow
During the early 1980s, much of the computational efforts were of a more theoretical na-
ture, with the two main advances being work with parabolized Navier-Stokes equations
and improved methods for modeling viscous shock layers. Later in the decade, the field
saw improvement in upwinding schemes and scalar transport schemes suitable for high-
temperature, reacting flow. Preliminary studies towards the simulation of inductively cou-
pled plasma were also performed [11] well outside of the field of atmospheric entry. These
studies did, however, provide an initial basis for the notion that the flow in the induction
region of an ICP torch is in equilibrium. A thorough history of this period can be found in
Gnoffo’s detailed report on computational aerothermodynamics [12] but the remainder of
this review will focus on the more recently developed methods focusing on applications.
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Originally developed in the late 1980s, the Langley Aerothermodynamic Upwind Re-
laxation Algorithm (LAURA) [13] was designed at NASA for the simulation of hypersonic
flow during atmospheric entry. It is built around a structured grid, finite volume solver
with a symmetric total variation diminishing algorithm for the inviscid flux, allowing it to
accurately capture shocks. It includes finite rate chemistry capability for dissociated and
ionized gas mixtures, as well as equilibrium models for air and a two temperature model for
thermal nonequilibrium. The Stefan-Maxwell equations are included for multi-component
diffusion [14]. Owing to its longevity, it has undergone many improvements: notably the
non-trivial task of converting it from its original design for multiprocessor vector-based
computers to the modern, parallelized Message Passing Interface (MPI) standard. LAURA
has been used for aerothermodynamic calculations for many NASA missions, including the
Shuttle Orbiter, Mars Pathfinder, and Single Stage to Orbit (SSTO) [15]. More recently,
it has been coupled with the HARA radiation code [16] for a more complete description
of the heating taking place in certain flow regimes. It has also recently been used for the
simulation of arc jet facilities [17], but to the author’s knowledge has not been used to
simulate a subsonic ICP torch facility.
The Data Parallel Line Relaxation (DPLR) code [18] developed at the University of Min-
nesota was designed for hypersonic applications and utilized improvements on the Gauss-
Seidel line relaxation method (GSLR). The DPLR method achieves parallel efficiency by
replacing the Gauss-Seidel sweep, which exhibit a data dependence between processors, with
line relaxation steps. The nature of this method allows for extremely high aspect ratio cells
(∆x∆y ∼ 1.25× 105) near the surface which are required to adequately resolve the boundary
layer in a hypersonic flow regime. In addition to the standard gas phase chemistry, its
surface chemistry models range from the use of a specified catalytic efficiency to finite rate
surface kinetics. The latter can be applied with great detail using the model of Marschall
[19]. The line-by-line radiation code NEQAIR has been coupled to DPLR and it was found
that the inclusion of a radiant source term significantly reduces the heat load experienced
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during reentry and also brings the bow shock closer to the body [20]. Unlike LAURA,
DPLR has been used for subsonic simulations: the 2008 work of Pejakovic et al. [21] uti-
lized DPLR to model experiments characterizing nitric oxide production from oxygen and
nitrogen recombination within a diffusion tube side-arm reactor. The results were found to
be in good agreement with the experimental data, despite DPLR’s original design goal of
simulating hypersonic flow. Although DPLR has not been used to simulate an ICP torch,
the diffusion tube reactor experiments indicate that this should be possible.
The 1999 doctoral dissertation of Bottin [22] presented the Pegase (Perfect Gas Equa-
tion) thermodynamic and transport property library and a fully implicit finite volume flow
solver to work towards a model of the Von Karman Institute’s Plasmatron facility. The MU-
TATION++ gas library used in the present work is effectively a third-generation descendent
of Pegase. As with the codes that came after it, Pegase employed kinetic theory for the
calculation of transport properties and statistical thermodynamics for thermodynamic prop-
erties. Although Pegase had finite rate chemistry capability, Bottin determined that for
engineering purposes, only the two extremes of frozen and equilibrium flow required ex-
amination. Furthermore, the code was written employing the Euler equations, under the
assumption that viscous effects, too, were beyond the scope of an engineering model. Thus,
a quasi-1D formulation was utilized and tested for subsonic, transonic, and supersonic noz-
zles. The assumption of chemical equilibrium in ICP flow is generally assumed to be valid
within the induction region of the torch and jet exit, as will be seen shortly, but is not
applicable to the boundary layer above a test article. Despite the simple nature of Bottin’s
simulations, Pegase represented a significant step forward for easily-portable, detailed gas
property libraries.
Utilizing the Pegase library, Degrez [23] presented a thorough model for an inductively
coupled plasma, including the calculation of magnetohydrodynamic effects in the induc-
tion region. An 11 species air mixture was used to study the plasma behavior exclusively
within the heating chamber (i.e. the induction region or quartz tube) of the Plasmatron
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facility. Three flow regimes were studied: LTE with constant elemental fractions and two
different chemical kinetics models (Park rates implemented by Gnoffo [24] and Selle [25]).
It was found that within this region, the thermal and chemical behavior of the flow using a
nonequilibrium model closely matched the equilibrium case using the rates of Selle, but it
was suspected that the absence of thermal nonequilibrium in the Gnoffo/Park model con-
tributed to a more significant difference in composition from the equilibrium flow. These
results support the approach in the current work wherein the flow conditions at the jet exit
are assumed to be in thermochemical equilibrium.
The Pegase library was again used in Barbante’s work developing an axisymmetric
boundary layer code for bodies of revolution developed at the Von Karman Institute [26]
[27]. Unlike previous work utilizing Pegase, the intent of this code was the simulation of
actual reentry conditions rather than ICP torch behavior. The boundary layer equations
were reduced to an axisymmetric form with the Lees-Dorodnitsyn transformation, which
maps physical coordinates into a computational space that implicitly accounts for boundary














where ξ and η are the transformed coordinates, u is the velocity, r is the radial coordinate,
s is the arc length along the surface, δ represents conditions taken at the boundary layer
edge, and  is a factor that is equal to 1 for axisymmetric flow or 0 for two-dimensional
flow. This transformation has the property that the transformed equations remain parabolic
and thus at the stagnation point the transformed equations can be reduced to a set of
ordinary differential equations. Wall catalycity was modeled by way of a specified catalytic
probability for a given reaction set. This method has been adopted for the present work as
it represents a good intermediate between using a fixed wall composition and implementing
a true finite rate wall chemistry model. The boundary layer code was coupled to a code
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for the bulk flow using the Euler equations and compared to full Navier-Stokes simulations
for various benchmark cases. It was also used in a standalone manner to exclusively study
boundary layer behavior. In both uses, the boundary layer code yielded results that were
in agreement with the Navier-Stokes simulations and previously published results.
Kolesnikov’s 2003 work [28] examining the behavior of the 100 kW IPG-4 plasmatron at
the Institute for Problems in Mechanics took an approach similar to Barbante’s with split-
ting the flow into separate problems. Specifically, the flow in the torch was separated into 3
regimes: 1) a magnetohydrodynamic simulation of the induction region in thermochemical
equilibrium; 2) an axisymmetric simulation of the plasma jet, also in thermochemical equi-
librium; and 3) the stagnation point boundary layer with finite thickness, modeled using
a one-dimensional similarity solution. The boundary layer was assumed to be in thermal
equilibrium (thus using one temperature) and chemical nonequilibrium. The work focused
on a Martian atmospheric entry and utilized a 5 species CO2 mixture using Park’s reaction
rates. Owing to the combination of the simulations, the composition at the boundary layer
edge was taken from the axisymmetric jet simulation and as such was in thermochemical
equilibrium. Effective catalytic recombination probabilities were determined for oxygen on a
silicon-based surface based on the approach used by Marschall. While approach of splitting
the CFD problem into different flow regimes is valid, modern computing resources allow
for the more direct approach used in the present work wherein the torch is modeled in one
simulation from the jet exit downstream, including appropriate resolution of the boundary
layer on the test sample surface.
In his doctoral dissertation [29], Magin outlined the framework for the Mutation li-
brary that would serve as the replacement to Pegase. This improved upon the formulations
used in Pegase by implementing algorithms for the calculation of transportation properties
that were more accurate and less computationally expensive. In addition, Magin developed
a model for ICP torches wherein the induction region and the bulk flow of the plasma jet
were addressed in the same simulation by a solver that coupled the electromagnetic and
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fluid dynamic behavior of the flow. Owing to the full consideration of inductive heating, the
temperature field within the induction region was computed based on the electromagnetic
field being generated. Simulations were performed for air and CO2 plasmas studying the
Von Karman Institute’s Minitorch and Plasmatron facilities assuming LTE throughout the
plasma jet. Magin’s work went on to implement a method for Local Heat Transfer Simula-
tion (LHTS) wherein non-dimensional parameters are used to relate actual flight conditions
to those achievable in an ICP facility, building on the works of Kolesnikov and Degrez.
Noting that the fluid dynamic behavior of the jet is almost entirely dependent on inlet mass
flow, these parameters were kept constant at the boundary layer edge independent of other
quantities, allowing for duplication of flight conditions within the boundary layer. Using this
methodology, simulations modeling full chemical nonequilibrium were performed to assess
heat flux on a quartz and copper calorimeters in order to build a heat flux abacus relating
wall temperature and recombination probability to heat transfer on a surface. The result
was in agreement with experimental data but no data regarding the chemical composition
of the boundary layer was provided.
In his 2006 paper, Rini presented a model for LTE elemental demixing in ICP torches
[30]. Elemental demixing allows for departures from the standard elemental mass fractions
as a result of diffusion processes. Simulations were performed using an air mixture for
the induction region of the VKI Plasmatron with 3 chemical regimes: LTE with constant
elemental fractions, LTE with variable elemental fractions, and chemical nonequilibrium.
Thermal equilibrium was assumed owing to the relatively high pressures (that is, relative to
a true high altitude reentry condition) with an ICP torch, although this assumption would
not apply extending this model to a reentry flow. An extension of this work to reentry
modeling can be found in [31]. Elemental fractions of oxygen were found to differ between
the nonequilibrium and variable elemental fraction flows, specifically towards the walls of
the quartz tube, however there was not a great effect on the temperature field. Lastly,
it was found that with increasing pressure (and thus faster reaction rates) the nonequilib-
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rium model approaches the solution of the LTE variable elemental fraction model, which is
supported by Rini’s previous work [32]. The present work does not consider the induction
region of the torch, but owing to the similar operating pressures, it can be assumed that a
nonequilibrium approach will suffice in place of a model that considers elemental demixing.
Fletcher, Tho¨mel, and Marschall’s 2009 paper [33] presented an analysis of the UVM ICP
facility utilizing the boundary layer code developed by Barbante. The code is formulated
such that it is equally adaptable to modeling reentry or ground test facility flows and thus
no modification was required to study the ICP boundary layer. Duplication of conditions
was achieved by matching enthalpy, pressure, and velocity gradient at the boundary layer
edge. The first two quantities are functions of the flow, however the velocity gradient can be
calculated based on the test article radius, thus indirectly specifying the sample geometry.
Utilizing a 5 species air mixture in chemical nonequilibrium and thermal equilibrium, the
effects of wall catalycity, pressure, and sample radius on species and temperature gradients
were studied. It was found that increased pressure significantly thinned the boundary layer
and it was suggested that for increased pressures, a larger-radius sample should be used
to counteract this thinning. In studies of catalycity, oxygen and nitrogen recombination
was assumed to take place at the wall in the absence of competition from the formation of
nitric oxide (NO) although the authors note that this mechanism is possible. Temperature-
driven formation of NO was found to occur in the boundary layer, as would be expected
for the temperatures encountered in this region. The cases studied represent a significant
step forward in the study of the ICP boundary layer, although direct comparisons between
numerical and experimental results were not provided. However, a series of future steps was
presented for a more detailed study of nitrogen plasma and some of these have been per-
formed experimentally and are considered from a numerical perspective in this dissertation
A 2011 technical report from Chazot, Scwartzentruber, Lani, Villedieu, and Barbante
[34] presented a series of numerical efforts towards the study of ICP facilities utilizing various
codes, specifically US3D from the University of Minnesota [35], the VKI LTE code, VKI’s
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CooLFLUID platform [36], and VKI’s Cosmic code [37].
US3D was originally developed for hypersonic flows and this work represented an im-
provement to it by modifying it to be suitable for nonequilibrium low speed flow simulation.
Results from it were compared with results from the VKI LTE and found to be in good
agreement. Importantly, full 3D simulations were performed and compared to axisymmetric
simulations. The stagnation line and boundary layer profiles for the two were found to be
virtually indistinguishable, providing further support for the use of an axisymmetric model
for ICP simulations.
CooLFLUID is a large platform designed for the simulation of fluid flow in various
regimes. Its libraries for modeling reentry and plasma flows were implemented by Lani
as part of his Ph.D. dissertation. The simulations performed with CooLFLUID included
coupling of the Navier-Stokes equations with the electromagnetic field equations such that
the induction region of the ICP torch was fully modeled in addition to the plasma jet and
test article geometry. A two temperature model for thermal nonequilibrium was included,
as well as capability for full chemical nonequilibrium. This configuration was used to study
the behavior of a test probe composed of two TPS materials with different catalytic behav-
ior. Intuitively, the region with higher catalycity was found to have a slightly higher wall
temperature and significantly higher heat flux. Although conditions representing an actual
test case from the Plasmatron facility were used, no comparison to experimental results was
presented.
The VKI Cosmic code was used to simulate the same case as the above example with
CooLFLUID with a 5 species air mixture and an assumption of thermal equilibrium. Only
nitrogen and oxygen recombination were considered at the wall, with equal recombination
probabilities for both species. Two sets of simulations were performed with different as-
sumed values of the catalytic probability for the low catalycity material. The results showed
a noticeable difference in surface temperature between these cases for the low catalycity ma-
terial. Experimental data was compared to these results and was shown to be in qualitatively
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good agreement, however the simulations significantly under-predicted surface temperature
for the surface with low catalycity.
In her Ph.D. dissertation, Anna [38] used the LeMANS code [39] to investigate the
behavior of a nitrogen plasma in the UVM ICP facility. The simulations used an axisym-
metric configuration and only considered the plasma flow from the outlet of the quartz tube
with a 2 species nitrogen mixture. Simulations were performed comparing thermal equilib-
rium and non-equilibrium and the results suggested that thermal nonequilibrium should be
considered in simulations of this type, although this finding contradicts many prior studies.
A comparison was performed between a finite rate surface chemistry model and a simpler,
kinetics-based binary recombination model. No difference was found to exist between these
models for the simplified mixture, though it was noted that this may not hold true for more
complex mixtures. Results were compared to experimental data obtained in the UVM ICP
facility and generally showed good agreement. To the author’s best knowledge, this rep-
resents the first direct comparison between CFD results and data from this facility. This
dissertation significantly expands upon this for more complex mixtures.
1.2 Inductively coupled plasma torch facility
The plasma diagnostics lab at the University of Vermont is built around a 30 kW ICP
Torch. Figure 1.2 shows a schematic representation of the power supply, the ICP torch and
its associated cooling equipment, and the gas supply to the test chamber. The torch itself
is comprised of three main systems: the radio frequency (RF) power supply, the injector
block assembly, and the test chamber. The power supply can generate up to 30 kW at
frequencies from 2.5 to 4 MHz. The plasma is generated within a quartz tube connected to
the injector block. Quartz is used because of its properties as an electrical insulator and its
durability at high temperature. Surrounding the quartz tube is a water-cooled copper coil
through which current is run from the power supply, inducing an RF magnetic field within
the quartz tube which creates the plasma through inductive heating. Gas flows are metered
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by mass flow controllers and a vacuum pump is used to regulate the static pressure in the
test chamber. A table of the ICP Torch Facility operating parameters is given in Table B.1.
Figure 1.2: Schematic of full ICP torch facility including power supply and gas supply [2].
Inductive heater power [kW] 30
Enthalpy range [MJ kg−1] 10 - 40 (for air)
Mach range < 0.3 to 1
Stagnation point heat flux [W cm−2] 10-150
Stagnation pressure [atm] 0.05 - 1.0
Plasma jet diameter [mm] 36
Test gas air, Ar, N2, O2, CO2, variable mixture fractions
Table 1.1: Plasma torch operating parameters
Test sample surface temperature is measured with a two-color pyrometer that observes
the sample surface directly through an angled viewport on the bottom flange of the test
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chamber. A two-color pyrometer is used for its ability to measure surface temperature
without requiring knowledge of the material surface emissivity. By calibrating both pyrom-
eter channels, the device can also provide an emissivity value for the detection wavelength.
Heat flux measurements are taken with either a slug calorimeter or a gardon gage before
samples are placed in the plasma flow. Temperature measurements for the slug calorimeter
are obtained from a thermocouple attached to the back of the copper slug. Measured heat
flux values from the facility have been reported elsewhere [2]. Test chamber static pressure
measurements are obtained from a port on the chamber.
1.3 Computing resources
Much of the work within this dissertation was performed using the Vermont Advanced Com-
puting Core (VACC), a high-performance computing facility at the University of Vermont.
The facility is comprised of various types of nodes but the present work utilized the facil-
ity’s Infiniband-connected 36 dual-processor 6-core IBM dx360m3 nodes running Redhat
Enterprise Linux 5. GNU Fortran and C/C++ compilers were used with MVAPICH2 and
OpenMPI protocols for parallel computing. The external library HYPRE 2.9.0b was used
for its package of linear solvers.
NASA’s Pleiades supercomputing cluster was also used for computations in this disser-
tation. At the time of this writing, Pleiades is comprised of 11,176 Infiniband-connected
nodes utilizing Intel Xeon Westemere, Sandy Bridge, and Ivy bridge processors and 184,800
CPU cores. The operating system is SUSE Linux on a Lustre filesystem. GNU Fortran and
C/C++ compilers were used with MVAPICH2 protocols and the same external libraries
were used for computations as on the VACC.
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1.4 Objective and scope of this dissertation
Chapter 2. A thorough description of the flow solver is provided with discussion of the
numerical schemes used, boundary conditions implemented for scalar quantities (namely,
chemical species and temperature), schemes developed to stabilize the solver in the presence
of steep gradients, methods used for the implementation of finite rate chemistry, and an
overview of the parallelization of the code as a whole. In addition, a detailed description of
high temperature thermodynamic and transport properties is presented.
Chapter 3. Details are provided regarding the practical implementation of the meth-
ods outlined in Chapter 2. Discussion of standard computational considerations such as
Reynolds number of the plasma jet, grid independence, and parallel scaling is provided.
Boundary and initial conditions are presented in addition to a detailed look at the gas
mixtures and chemical reaction sets used in this work.
Chapter 4. Results from the simulations introduced in Chapter 3 are presented. Simula-
tions were performed for argon-buffered oxygen, pure nitrogen, and air plasmas. Numerical
results are compared to experimental results for temperature and species composition in the
boundary layer about a test article in the UVM ICP facility. A study is presented exam-
ining the nonequilibrium behavior of nitrogen on the composition and temperature within
the plasma jet. In addition, a code-to-code validation exercise is performed and results are
presented for a test case modeling the UVM ICP facility.
Chapter 5. An overview is provided summarizing the key results presented in this
dissertation and contributions from this work. Finally, recommendations for future work
are suggested which build upon the framework developed in this dissertation.
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Chapter 2
Flow solver, high temperature gas
properties, and chemistry
2.1 Navier-Stokes flow solver
The core of the present work is the NGA/Arts (Next Generation Arts / Advanced Reac-
tive Turbulent Simulator) CFD code, an arbitrarily high-order flow solver for the variable
density, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. It was originally developed for the study
of chemically reacting, turbulent flows for combustion applications. It is able to simulate
three-dimensional flows with or without walls in cartesian and cylindrical coordinate systems
using uniform or non-uniform meshes. Its treatment of the governing equations (seen below
in 2.1a, 2.1b, 2.1c) allows it to discretely conserve mass, momentum, and kinetic energy in
a periodic domain. In a bounded domain, the boundary conditions enforce conservation of
these quantities. It uses a staggered grid arrangement wherein all scalar quantities (pres-
sure, density, transported scalars) are stored at the cell centers and components of velocity
are stored at the cell faces. A schematic of this is seen in figure 2.1. This arrangement
improves convergence, stabilizes the solution for pressure (which is coupled to the velocity




nf3 are defined in the same manner. The second order differentiation of stencil size n in the f1 direc-
tion of the quantity / is computed by
dn/
dnf1
ðf1; f2; f3Þ ¼ /ðf1 þ n=2; f2; f3Þ % /ðf1 % n=2; f2; f3Þn : ð11Þ
dn/
dnf2
and dn/dnf3 are defined in the same manner. To construct the nth order accurate operators, interpolation
weights al have to be computed by solvingXn=2
l¼1
ð2l% 1Þ2ði%1Þal ¼ di1 for i 2 s1; n=2t; ð12Þ


















The benefit of using these high order accurate staggered operators can be readily seen by looking at the
modified wave number diagrams shown in Fig. 3. Here, the modified wave number has been computed
for the staggered differentiation operator and for the combination of the staggered differentiation with
the staggered interpolation operator, which corresponds to the collocated differentiation operator. These
are typically the two types of operators which will be used in the solution of the Navier–Stokes equations.
It can be observed from these graphs that regardless of the operator type, it is beneficial to use high order
operators, for the dispersive errors are significantly reduced, especially at high wave numbers. Of course, the
staggered operator has significantly less errors than the collocated operator. Also, dissipative errors are
inexistent here since all operators are centered. In order to further analyze the a priori properties of these
schemes, the study of aliasing errors proposed by Kravchenko and Moin [2] is extended here to include the
fourth and sixth order schemes. By doing a Fourier analysis of the non-linear term computed by the differ-
ent schemes, the contribution due to the aliasing effect can be extracted. This is performed on a given mesh
and assuming a prescribed Von Karman spectrum for the velocity, following the procedure of Kravchenko
















Fig. 2. Staggered variable positions.
O. Desjardins et al. / Journal of Computational Physics 227 (2008) 7125–7159 7129
Figure 2.1: Schematic of staggered grid with vector quantities at cell faces and scalars at
cell centers. [3]
2.1.1 Governing equations
The variable density, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations are given in equations 2.1a
and 2.1b. Additionally, a scalar transport equation is solved and is seen in equation 2.1c.
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · ρu = 0 (2.1a)
Equation 2.1a is the conservation of mass, where ρ is the density and u is the veloc-
ity vector, u = (u1, u2, u3), where the coordinate directions correspo d to either (x, y, z)
or (x, r, θ) depending on the coordinate system being used. The present work utilizes ax-











Equation 2.1b is the conservation of momentum, where p is the pressure and µ is the
dynamic viscosity, and I is the identity matrix. The enclosed term on the right hand side
represents the deviatoric stress tensor.
∂ρZ
∂t
+∇ · (ρuZ) = ∇ · (ραZ∇Z) + Q˙Z (2.1c)
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Equation 2.1c is the scalar transport equation where Z is any transported scalar, DZ
is the diffusivity of the scalar, and Q˙Z is the source term for scalar species due to chemical
reactions. The latter term is of central importance to this work and its calculation will be
discussed later.
Within NGA, the coordinates corresponding to the physical domain are mapped with
uniform spacing into the computational domain. The coordinates of this domain are given
by ζ = (ζ1, ζ2, ζ3) where the subscripts correspond to the respective physical coordinates.





, J = h1h2h3 (2.2)
The solver in NGA only accounts for the main diagonal of the matrix that results from this
equation, a condition which necessitates that all grids must be purely cartesian.
Operators for discretization of convective terms
NGA achieves an arbitrarily high order of accuracy by using discrete interpolation and
differentiation operators for the convective terms of the Navier-Stokes equations. To do
this, an interpolation weight is defined as
n/2∑
l=1
(2l − 1)2(l−1)αl = δil (2.3)
where n is the order of accuracy sought, αi is the interpolation weight, and δil is the

















Operators for discretization of viscous terms
Owing to the dissipative and inherently more stable nature of the viscous terms of the
Navier-Stokes equations, a simpler treatment for discretization operators is applied to them.
The interpolation (2.6) and differentiation (2.7) operators are constructed from an (n−1)th
order Lagrange polynomial and its derivative, respectively.
φ¯nthζi = P (x) (2.6)
δnthφ
δnthxi
= P ′(x) (2.7)
As seen in equation 2.7, these operators are applied directly in the physical space, which
separates them from their convective counterparts.
Temporal integration
The Navier-Stokes equations are integrated in time using a variation on the second-order
Crank-Nicholson method developed by Pierce [40]. Instead of integrating all quantities at
the same points in time, the scalar field, density field, and momentum field are integrated
separately and in the order listed. Following the advancement of these quantities, a Poisson
equation for pressure is solved using a multi-grid solver from the Hypre library [41].
NGA computes an implicit correction for the scalar and momentum equations in order
to reduce the considerable time step limitations encountered when using cylindrical coordi-
nates. This correction introduces the need to solve a poly-diagonal system for each velocity
component and in each implicitly-treated direction. In the case of variable density, however,
Desjardins [3] notes that this methodology does not discretely conserve kinetic energy.
2.1.2 CFL condition
The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition is a metric for the stability of explicit or, as
is the case for temporal integration in NGA, semi-implicit integration of partial differential
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It is effectively a metric quantifying the propagation of information from one point in a
grid to an adjacent grid point. In order for an integration to maintain stability, the Courant
number must not be exceeded based on the the right hand side of equation 2.8. In practice,
this stipulates that increasing grid resolution leads to a more restrictive time step for the
same Courant number.
2.1.3 WENO scheme for scalar transport
A third-order Weighted Essentially Non-Oscillatory scheme (WENO-3) was selected for the
discretization of the scalar transport equation. Typically, WENO schemes are chosen for
applications where strong discontinuities exist, such as shocks. They also have the desired
property of conserving scalar boundedness in cylindrical coordinates. This is particularly
important for the flows treated in this work where the boundedness of the transported
scalars is directly linked to the conservation of mass in the flow.
WENO schemes involve the computation of coefficients for different stencils such that
the smoothest stencil is always used. Only the x-direction will be considered, but application
in other directions is identical. First, centrally-differenced operators are computed:
cdx+ =
xm,i − xi
xm,i − xm,i−1 (2.9)
cdx− =
xi − xm,i
xm,i − xm,i−1 (2.10)
where x+ indicates use for flow in the +i direction and x− indicates use for flow in the
−i direction. These operators are used to quantify the spacing between the cell mid-points
(subscript m) and the cell faces. Next, similar operators for upwinding are computed:
upx+ =
xm,i − xi




xm,i+1 − xm,i (2.12)
These operators are functions of the grid spacing only and are computed once at the
beginning of a simulation. The WENO coefficients, however, must be computed at every
step because they are functions of the scalar field. Values for the weighting of the coefficients
are computed as:
rx+,i =
 (Zi−1 − Zi−2)2
+ ((Zi − Zi−1) ∆xm,i−1)2
(2.13)
rx−,i =
 (Zi+1 − Zi−)2






where  is a small constant, typically 10−6. Finally, the WENO-3 coefficients are calculated:
ωx+,i = (1− αi) cdx+ + αiupx+ (2.16)
ωx−,i = (1− αi) cdx− + αiupx− (2.17)
The coefficients ωx are applied in the calculation of the scalar residual. Specifically, they










More detail on WENO schemes can be found in the work of Liu and Osher [42] and
Jiang [43].
2.1.4 Scalar boundary conditions
For the case of a bounded, non-periodic flow, it is necessary to define physical boundary
conditions for the scalar transport equation (2.1c). NGA previously had simple Neumann







In the case of temperature, this represents an adiabatic condition and for a chemical
species, this would be analogous to a frozen boundary layer in which no gas phase or surface
reactions are taking place. For the flows covered in the present study, this is not a physical
nor useful boundary condition. New boundary conditions have been introduced for both
temperature and chemical species that are more physically meaningful.
In the case of temperature, a Dirichlet condition has been implemented for an isothermal
wall. Owing to the discretization of the finite volume scheme, specifically the staggering of
scalar and vector quantities (figure 2.1), the value of a scalar in the first fluid cell, Zim−1
(in the case of a right hand boundary) must be interpolated from values at the ghost nodes.





(xim − xim−1)− Zim−1 (2.21)
which can be arranged to yield the value at the first fluid cell:
Zim−1 = 2Zw − Zim (2.22)
In order for this formulation to be reasonably stable, it must be enforced implicitly
during the calculation of the the scalar residual. For the WENO-3 scheme in one dmension,









i+2 = Rx (2.23)
where the subscripts represent physical space and the superscripts indicate time. The
resultant system is in the form of a pentadiagonal matrix although due to the upwinding
inherent in the WENO-3 scheme, the term for either (i− 2) or (i+ 2) will always be zero,
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depending on flow direction. In matrix form, this is written:
ci=1 di=1 ei=1 0 · · · 0 0
bi=2 ci=2 di=2 ei=2 0 · · · 0
. . .
. . .




0 · · · 0 ai=nx−1 bi=nx−1 ci=nx−1 di=nx−1






















Unlike the Dirichlet condition, a Neumann boundary condition for the flux of a scalar
at the wall, ∇Z, is less involved. No interpolation is required because the derivative term is
located at the cell face rather than the center, thus O2 accuracy is retained. The discretized




where ~Ji,wall is the flux specified at the wall. This can either be specified directly or com-
puted using the method outlined in section 2.1.5. Owing to the absence of an interpolation,
the left hand side of equation 2.25 is the exact value of the flux at the boundary. This
results in a formulation wherein the computed diffusive flux at a wall is simply replaced by
~Ji,wall during the calculation of the residual. As opposed to the zero flux condition where
Zim = Zim−1, this formulation allows the flux of a scalar at the wall to alter the scalar
gradient within the boundary layer.
2.1.5 Catalytic wall
Developing an accurate model for the surface of a TPS material required that boundary
conditions addressing the catalytic behavior of the wall be implemented into NGA. In
addition to the gas phase reactions taking place in the boundary layer, both in a reentry
flow and a ground test facility, the catalytic effects of a surface can have a significant impact
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on the heat flux experienced at the wall owing to highly exothermic recombination reactions.
The catalytic behavior of a wall is typically categorized into different types:
• supercatalytic: all dissociated species recombine to their free stream values;
• fully-catalytic: surface reactions occur with an infinite rate;
• partially catalytic: used when catalytic properties of the surface material are known
for all recombining species, includes finite reaction rates;
• non-catalytic: no surface recombination reactions occur;
Supercatalytic behavior has a somewhat misleading definition if applied to a ground
test facility. In this situation, the free stream is typically dissociated to some degree and
returning to this composition at the wall actually implies that the flow is frozen. Of course,
for a reentry vehicle, this is not the case because ahead of the shock the ambient atmosphere
is at a low temperature and there is no dissociation, so the post-shock conditions will
be drastically different and recombination to the free stream composition will result in
significant heat released from reactions. The fully catalytic case is a more realistic upper
limit for the behavior of a ground test facility and would likely yield the highest heat flux.
The partially-catalytic assumption is the most realistic and, in a design situation, requires
specific knowledge of a given material’s catalytic properties. A non-catalytic wall is the
extreme which would experience the least heat flux and result in a frozen boundary layer.
For an ICP facility, supercatalytic and non-catalytic boundary conditions are effectively one
in the same.
Modeling wall catalycity is an intermediate approach to the problem of the chemical
composition at the wall. The simplest way to approach wall chemistry is to specify chemical
composition at the wall with a Dirichlet boundary condition, whereas the ideal, physics-
based wall chemistry model would address different modes of surface reaction (Eley-Rideal,
Langmuir-Hinshelwood, sublimation etc) using finite rate kinetics for all reactions taking
place. Such models exist [19] but are beyond the scope of this work.
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It is assumed that for plasma flows in ground test facilities the wall maintains a no-slip
condition for velocity, although this does not necessarily hold true for reentry flows at high
altitude and very low pressure. With a no slip condition, the convective flux at the wall is
identically zero and diffusion is the mechanism for mass transfer between the gas phase and
wall. This assumption is valid for a non-ablating surface; with an ablative material, mass
can be introduced into the gas phase through other mechanisms. Thus, for a stationary
surface at steady state, a boundary condition exists such that the diffusion flux of a species
at the wall is balanced by the rate of production or destruction of that species at the wall:
~J · ~nwall = ω˙i,wall (2.26)
This is expanded by defining a catalytic probability, γ, which is the ratio of atoms of





Because the production of a molecular species at the wall is balanced by the diffusion flux
of its constituent atomic species, equation 2.26 can be re-written as:
ω˙i,wall = γimiΓi,total (2.28)
Following the formulation of Barbante [27], the diffusion flux Γi is developed from kinetic
theory. The particles at the wall are assumed to adhere to a Maxwellian velocity distribution
with the addition of a Chapman-Enskog perturbation. The perturbation term is necessary
because the gas composition at the wall is not necessarily in LTE for that temperature and








where ni is the species number density at the wall and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
The term mini is equivalent to the species density at the wall. In NGA this has been
implemented as ρyi.
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This approach is limited in that even for γ = 1, the wall composition does not necessarily
fully reach an LTE state. If an LTE boundary condition were desired, it could easily be
achieved by imposing the species composition at the wall in the form of a Dirichlet boundary
condition.
Within NGA, this boundary condition has been implemented such that it replaces the
term for the diffusive flux of a species, (ραZ∇Z), in equation 2.1c at the first cell within a
wall using the methods discussed in section 2.1.4.
2.1.6 Outlet buffer region
The formulation used within NGA to calculate outlet velocity necessitates that the first
term in equation 2.1a, ∂ρ∂t , be zero. Physically, this is not always the case for a variable-
density reacting flow within a bounded domain. The plasma flow features sharp density
gradients, relatively high velocities, and stiff chemical source terms which result in a flow
that 1) requires small time steps; and 2) features large temporal density gradients. Owing
to the time step limitations, a window function was introduced to maintain stability by
scaling the term ∂ρ smoothly towards zero near the outlet of the computational domain.
Doing so is necessary only during the start-up of the jet: when the plasma jet reaches steady
state, the temporal change in density at every cell approaches zero. The method presented
in [44] was implemented in a more general form for an arbitrary domain and takes the form




















where s is the maximum slope of the function, L is the total length of the domain,  is
the length of the buffer region, and xm is the midpoint location of a cell where ρ and the
temporal change in density, (ρk − ρk−1), are stored.
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Figure 2.2: Window function (equation 2.30) used to scale computed change in density in
outlet buffer region.
Figure 2.2 shows the window function computed with varying s values over a domain
of length L = 1 and a buffer region of width  = 0.5. It is seen that for values of s less
than 3, the window function does not reach zero before the end of the domain owing to the
choice of the buffer region length relative to the total domain size. Thus, it is apparent that
these values must be selected carefully such that the density change is not being filtered in
a region of interest and that it is forced to zero by the end of the domain.
2.1.7 Finite rate chemistry
The built-in finite rate chemistry module in NGA has been modified to allow the use of
Mutation++ (discussed in section 2.2) for thermodynamic and transport properties and
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chemical production terms. The original purpose of the chemistry module in NGA was
combustion modeling, in which complex gas mixtures are required to accurately simulate
the chemical processes taking place. As an example, a combustion model of n-heptane
requires a mixture with 41 species and 185 reactions which stands in stark contrast to the
mixtures presented in section 3.5. Additionally, the previous chemistry implementation was
cumbersome: it required the use of an external code to initialize the mixture and build
look-up tables before starting a simulation. While this is not a bad practice (the use of
look-up tables is common in combustion-oriented flow modeling) the framework had two
significant shortcomings which rendered it unsuitable for plasma modeling and created the
need for the Mutation++ implementation: the temperature range was insufficient for
plasma flow and the techniques used to calculate transport properties were only suitable
for neutral species, preventing the use of mixtures with ions and electrons.
The relatively small temperature range covered by the previous model is a direct func-
tion of the needs of modeling combustion. The temperatures seen in a typical combusting
hydrocarbon simulation are markedly lower than those of an inductively coupled plasma.
The maximum valid temperature in the previous model was 5000 K, which is significantly
lower than even the boundary layer edge temperature in a plasma. In addition, the calcu-
lation of transport properties relied on the use of Lennard-Jones potentials, an approach
which is invalid for charged species. Plasmas created in an ICP torch typically have some
degree of ionization and can feature temperatures at the ICP torch outlet on the order of
10,000 K or more.
The integration of differential equations resulting from chemistry source terms is per-
formed using the DVODE package [45]. DVODE is designed to integrate an arbitrarily
large set of stiff equations, making it ideal for the integration of chemical source terms in
this setting. The system of equations for chemical source terms in NGA is seen in its most









where f(t, yi) represents the resulting species mass fractions and temperature within a given
cell. This array has the form of [1, ..., Nsp, T ] where Nsp is the total number of species in
















that cell. The determination of ω˙i will be discussed in section 2.2.5. The dimensional
production term, ω˙i, is converted to a rate of change in mass fraction in order to adhere to
the convention of transporting scalars in non-dimensional form.
The temperature rate of change for equation 2.31 is computed as a function of the mass












where φ is a dummy variable introduced to keep the coded implementation of this equation
set legible. A variation of this technique is seen in [46]. Using the computed right hand side
terms from equations, 2.32 and 2.34, DVODE performs the integration per equation 2.31,
resulting in updated species mass fractions and temperature. The source term transported
by the scalar scheme is then computed as:
Q˙ = Zk − Zk−1 (2.35)
which is the difference between the old scalar value and the integrated value at the present
time step. Then, the source term is scaled with the change in thermodynamic pressure
between time steps:
Q˙ = Q˙+




and put into a form suitable for use in equation 2.1c during the calculation of the scalar
residual:
Q˙ = Q˙+ ρQ˙ (2.36b)
2.1.8 Parallel partitioning
NGA is fully parallelized and can be run with an arbitrary number of processors in all
coordinate directions. Partitioning is necessary in order to efficiently distribute the com-
putational workload among available processors. The process of partitioning breaks the
computational domain into smaller regions, each of which are handled by an individual
processor. Ideally, the computational regions handled by each processor should be similar
in scale. When this is not the case, simulations can be slowed down by a processor that
encompasses a larger computational domain than others.
The total number of processors used must obey:
nproc = npx× npy × npz
where nproc is the total number of processors and npx, npy, and npz are the number of
processors along the x, y, and z directions respectively. The process is identical in cylindrical
coordinates, with the partitions being considered to represent the x, r, and θ directions.
In order to visualize the partitioning process, a schematic of a basic computational
domain in cartesian coordinates is seen in Figure 2.3. In this example, npx = npy = npz = 2
such that nproc = 8. It is generally advisable to ensure that each partition is the same size
and in this example the partitions are visualized as being identical although in practice this





Figure 2.3: Diagram showing partitioning of processors along x, y, and z directions for a
computational domain with npx = npy = npz = 2. The solid lines represent the boundaries
of the domain and regions within the dashed lines indicate the partitions created for each
processor.
Partitioning of the domain is performed once at the start of the simulation and thus the
load balancing is static. The process is based solely on the number of grid points in each
direction within the computational domain, whose mapping is shown in equation 2.2 and
has uniform spacing that is independent of physical mesh spacing. Owing to the uniform
spacing in this domain, the partitions created are based on the number of grid points per
processor and not physical dimensions. With non-uniform physical grid spacing, partitions
containing regions of sharper gradients in the flow (thus, more grid points for a given area)
occupy less physical space than partitions containing regions of less active flow. These more
densely-gridded regions often require more time to resolve relative to those with less active
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flow which causes an imbalance in computing time per partition.
In the interest of brevity, only the x-direction will be discussed here as the procedure
is identical for all 3 coordinate directions. The algorithm for this is seen in algorithm 1.
In the event that the domain is sized such that the partitions are not even, the algorithm
attempts to evenly size as many of the partitions are possible. Ghost cells are necessary
for the application of boundary conditions (both physical and between partitions) and are
specified in the variable nover. The actual overlap between partitions ends up being twice
the value of nover, such that no cells within the flow are treated solely as ghost cells.
for iproc = 1 to npx do
q = nxnpx , r = mod(nx, npx);
if iproc ≤ r then
nx = q + 1;
imin = imin+ (iproc− 1)(q + 1);
else
nx = q;
imin = imin+ r(q + 1) + q(iproc− r − 1);
end
nover = 2;
nxo = nx + 2 · nover;
imax = imin + nx − 1;
imino = imin − nover;
imaxo = imax + nover;
end
Algorithm 1: Algorithm for partitioning the computational domain across npx processors.
A trailing underscore denotes coordinates local to a given processor.
A visualization of the result of the partitioning algorithm appears in figure 2.4 for a one
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Figure 2.4: Parallel partitioning in NGA for a simple one dimensional domain with 2 pro-
cessors. The filled circles represent nodes within the flow and the outlined circles represent
the ghost nodes.
dimensional domain over two processors, with an ideally specified number of nodes such
that the partitions are evenly sized. In this case, the actual number of user-specified nodes,
nx, is 16 but with the addition of ghost cells the total number becomes 20. The number of
fluid cells handled by each node is 8 and it is seen that there is no actual overlap in terms of
cells that are considered fluid cells: if a cell is a fluid cell at the edge of one processor, it will
be a ghost cell on the neighboring processor. This overlap results in 12 cells per processor
even though there are only 20 actual cells and two processors. This process easily extends
to all three coordinate directions, although the visualization becomes increasingly difficult.
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2.2 High temperature gas properties
2.2.1 Overview
Mutation++ (MUlticomponent Transport And Thermodynamic properties / chemistry
for IONized gases in C++) is the most recent iteration in a family of libraries developed at
the von Karman Institute to compute high temperature gas properties for computational
fluid dynamics applications [47] [29]. It can be used as either a standalone utility or as a
library interfaced to a CFD code, the latter being the case in the present work.
2.2.2 Equation of state
In the context of aerothermodynamics, a plasma is characterized by its high temperature and
low density which results in intermolecular forces that are negligible relative to the kinetic
energy of the particles in the flow. These forces only become considerable at extremely high
pressures or very low temperatures, neither of which occur in an ICP facility or a reentry
flow. As such, for the purposes of selecting an equation of state, the plasma within the
facility can be considered a perfect gas. We can write the equation of state for an ideal gas








where ρ is the mixture density, p is the pressure, Mi is the molar mass of species i, Ru is
the universal gas constant, and T is the temperature of the gas. Accordingly, we can also















yi = 1 (2.40)
Mass fraction is used in the formulation of the present work to track behavior of individual
species owing to its simplicity, non-dimensional nature, and the ability to quickly ensure
that conservation is maintained.









. Mole fraction requires slightly
more care in its use than mass fraction because as temperature increases and molecules
dissociate, the total number of moles in a mixture increases, resulting in non-constant mole
fractions for species that are unchanging in terms of mass.
2.2.3 Thermodynamic properties
Thermodynamic properties are computed in Mutation++ using statistical thermodynam-
ics, wherein the gas is viewed as a system of microscopic particles that exchange energy with
one another. Unlike kinetic theory, discussed in section 2.2.4, statistical thermodynamics
does not focus on the mechanisms of energy exchange, rather it deals only with the energy
itself. The particles that comprise the gas are considered from a quantum mechanical per-
spective, in which their energy exists in discrete states. The distribution of energy across
these states is described with a partition function, Q, which is a product of the translational,
rotational, vibrational, and electronic contributions:
Q = QtrQrotQvibQe (2.42)
This form of representing the energy distribution can then be applied to the calculation
of thermodynamic properties for the gas. This view of the energy distribution is valid for
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the low-density flows encountered in the present work; it is worth noting, however, that at
higher densities, perturbations occur between energy levels as a consequence of the increased
collision frequency and the present model is not sufficient for modeling these interactions.
A thorough description of the foregoing overview is provided by Vincenti and Kruger [48].
Energy




yi(ei + ∆hF,i) (2.43)
where ∆hF,i is the standard enthalpy of formation of species i. The reference conditions
for this value are p = 1 atm and T = 298 K. The enthalpy of formation for an element
that exists as an atom at these conditions or any homogenous molecule is zero. Without
this quantity, equation 2.43 represents the mixture energy in the absence of any change in
composition or temperature of the mixture.
Enthalpy
In keeping with the form established for the energy in equation 2.43, the enthalpy of the




yi(hi + ∆hF,i) (2.44)
This suffices for the mixture enthalpy but the individual species enthalpies require slightly
more care in their calculation. In practice, the species enthalpies can be quickly computed













where the coefficients An have been calculated from experimental data. Individual An values
vary depending on the temperature range in which an enthalpy is sought. This is necessary
to achieve accuracy in the polynomial being fit to experimental data [1].
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Specific heat
Specific heat of the mixture is a property that requires particular consideration in the
presence of finite rate chemical reactions. For a subsonic plasma flow, it is the only property
that features a thermodynamic derivative as part of its calculation. This requirement results
in the specific heat having two distinct possible values depending on the state of the mixture.








However, this formulation obscures the details of the calculation. Taking the previous























becomes zero. Applying the definition





Figure 2.5 shows a comparison between the frozen and equilibrium specific heats for an
oxygen mixture plotted with the corresponding equilibrium mass fractions. The dependence
on the first term in equation 2.47 is readily apparent for the equilibrium specific heat in
the range of approximately 2000-4000 K. The chemical reactions are most active in this
range, evidenced by the change in composition, and thus the equilibrium specific heat
experiences the largest changes. Through this region the frozen specific continues its slight
increasing trend but does not vary substantially relative to the equilibrium value. It is
seen that at temperatures outside of this range, i.e. in the absence of active dissociation or
recombination, the equilibrium specific heat is effectively equal to the frozen value.
Owing to the significant differences between the two possible values of specific heat, it
is necessary that the appropriate choice be made for a particular flow. In the present work
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wherein the reacting plasma is modeled using a nonequilibrium approach, the frozen specific
heat is used. This is necessary to ensure that there is not an erroneous heat source or sink,
given that equation 2.34 already essentially addresses the rate of change of enthalpy, albeit
with respect to time rather than temperature.



































Figure 2.5: Equilibrium and frozen specific heats and species mass fractions of a binary
oxygen mixture at 10 kPa.
2.2.4 Transport properties
The calculation of transport properties in Mutation++ is performed with a rigorous
treatment of the underlying kinetic theory. This approach treats the gas from a molecular
perspective and relates the particle speeds and collisions at this scale to observable macro-
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scopic properties. A rigorous treatment of the calculation of transport properties is found
in [29] and the following overview presents the aspects of this process most relevant to the
present work.
Viscosity
Previously, NGA used Wilke’s method for the computation of viscosity. This implemen-
tation relied on tabulated data derived from Lennard-Jones potentials, which cannot be
applied to ionized species, as discussed in section 2.1.7, and as such was an inappropri-
ate model to use for modeling a plasma of arbitrary composition. Mutation++ uses the
Gupta-Yos mixture rule to compute viscosity. This mixture rule is an approximation based
on the more intensive Chapman-Enskog formula that yields accurate results with a modest
computational demand for weakly ionized gases [49] and thus is well-suited to the current
modeling needs.














where χi is a species mole fraction, Ai is a coefficient computed from species properties, and
aav is an average of the off-diagonal matrix elements from the Chapman-Enskog formula.



































































where M is the molecular weight of a species and NA is Avogadro’s number. Ω¯
(p,q)
ij are
collision integrals which are taken from tabulated data.
Sutherland’s formula was implemented as an intermediate step between the use of
Wilke’s method and the implementation of Mutation++. It is well known that Suther-
land’s formula is inaccurate for higher temperatures but it provided a basis to perform low
temperature test cases while awaiting the completion of Mutation++. The formula is











where µ0 represents a reference viscosity at 273 K and C is a constant with a value of
113, as suggested by Sutherland [50]. A plot comparing Sutherland’s formula with the
Gupta-Yos mixture rule and the error between the two is shown in figure 2.6. As expected,
the agreement is good below 1000 K but at higher temperatures the divergence between
the two makes it apparent that Sutherland’s law is not a valid method for calculation the
viscosity of high temperature gases. This is largely because Sutherland’s formula is based
on rough approximations for the effective diameter of colliding particles whereas the more
rigous Gupta-Yos formulation relies on computed collision integrals and effectively accounts
for the higher relative speeds of molecules at higher temperatures which result in shorter
times for collisions and thus viscosity that increases in the manner shown.
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of dynamic viscosity computed with Mutation++ and Suther-
land’s formula.
Thermal conductivity
The total thermal conductivity of the mixture is given as the sum of contributions:
λ = λh + λe + λint (2.56)
where λh is the heavy particle translational thermal conductivity, λint is the internal ther-
mal conductivity (which itself is the sum of contributions from rotational, vibrational, and
electronic modes) and λe is the electron translational thermal conductivity. In chemical
nonequilibrium, the total thermal conductivity is also known as the frozen thermal conduc-
tivity for a mixture. This approach is not complete for a mixture in LTE; in that case an
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additional term must be included for the reactive thermal conductivity which, accounting
for chemical reactions.





where αλhj is a coefficient used in a Goldstein expansion [51] of a Laguerre-Sonine polynomial.
This results in a linear system whose solution can be obtained with a conjugate gradient
method.























where the symbol H refers to all heavy particles, its subscript m refers to molecules only, c is
the specific heat corresponding to a given mode, and Dij is the binary diffusion coefficient.









where Λijee is a matrix for mass and energy transport.
Diffusivity
Instead of computing individual species diffusion coefficients, which can be computationally
expensive, mass diffusivity is reduced to a single coefficient. The basic equations to compute
diffusivity are seen in equations 2.60[a,b] where Lei is the Lewis number for a given species,
i.e. the ratio of thermal diffusivity to mass diffusivity. For the present simulations, the
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Lewis number is chosen as 1. This assumption is valid as the Lewis number remains on the









Owing to the treatment of temperature as a transported scalar, the same formulation
is used for thermal diffusivity, αT , but without a Lewis number scaling.
2.2.5 Species production rates
Dissociation, recombination, and ionization reactions are addressed with the Arrhenius
equation for forward reaction rates:
kf = CfT
ne−θD/T (2.61)
where Cf is the pre-exponential factor, n is an exponential factor, and θD is the dissociation
temperature. Determination of appropriate rate coefficients is an ongoing area of study: a
given set of rate coefficients may be invalid above or below certain temperatures as a result
of the conditions from which they were calculated. As such, reaction rates can be a cause
of significant uncertainty in high temperature gas modeling.




















where νj is a stoichiometric coefficient of a species and ∆G
◦
j is the change in Gibbs free
energy for species j.
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Chemical reactions occurring within the plasma can be viewed as a balance of some
number of moles of each species being created and destroyed at all times (accordingly, at
equilibrium the production and destruction of a given species will balance one another) and

























where i and j represent species and reaction indices, respectively, anf Ci is the molar
concentration of species i. From this expression, it is clearly seen that species production
rates are strongly dependent on species concentrations and thus the pressure of the mixture




3.1 Plasma torch geometry
As a first-order approximation, the geometry used in the present work is a simplified version
of that found in the actual ICP torch facility owing to limitations of the NGA base code.
Consequently, grid generation is wholly algebraic: coordinates in each direction are com-
puted independently on a purely cartesian grid with any corners being sharp right angles.
In the experimental facility, test articles feature rounded edges as a means of reducing heat
transfer at the corners, heat load being inversely proportional to the square of the radius. As
such, the emphasis of this work is on the chemical behavior of flow at the stagnation point
and the fluid dynamic behavior of the bulk flow and not the details of the flow behavior
around the test article.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the plasma torch test chamber. Diameter and height of chamber
are not to scale in order to preserve clarity for quartz tube and sample.
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Figure 3.1 shows a diagram of the test chamber between the outlet of the quartz tube
and the test sample. Gas is injected in an annulus at the base of the quartz tube. Within
the quartz tube, the gas is inductively heated and becomes a plasma, exiting into the test
chamber as a laminar plasma jet and flowing over the TPS material sample. Table 3.1 lists
values for the physical parameters of the test chamber relevant to this work. The quartz
tube outlet diameter, dinlet, is a fixed value, however the sample diameter, dsample can be
varied. Also, the distance from the quartz tube outlet to the sample surface, Ljet, can be
varied. The values in Table 3.1 represent the geometry used in this work.
dinlet [mm] dsample [mm] Ljet [mm]
36 25 110
Table 3.1: Relevant geometric parameters.
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the inside of the test chamber while the torch is in operation.
The internal geometry is seen from the exit of the quartz tube to the sample surface,
effectively the top half of figure 3.1. In the first image, Ljet is approximately 110 mm. In
the second, this distance is reduced by roughly half during a test to obtain a higher heat
flux on the surface.
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Figure 3.2: View of plasma jet within test
chamber. In this image, Ljet is approxi-
mately 110 mm [4].
Figure 3.3: View of plasma jet within test
chamber for a significantly smaller value
of Ljet, approximately 50 mm [4].
Figure 3.4 shows a schematic for a 25 mm diameter test sample used for hot wall
measurements. Owing to the previously discussed inverse relationship between diameter
and heat transfer [7], some experiments have been performed using samples with smaller
diameters to achieve higher heat transfer rates. All of the present work focuses on the
idealized version of the 25 mm diameter geometry in which the corner radius is zero (i.e. a
sharp right angle) instead of 3.2 mm.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of a 25mm test article used for hot wall measurements. [5]
3.2 Reynolds number of the plasma jet
A brief study was undertaken to determine the range of Reynolds numbers within which
the plasma torch facility operates. The plasma flow within the torch is characterized by its
low density and high viscosity, both of which are direct results of the high temperature of
the plasma. This combination results in a flow with a Reynolds number significantly lower
than would be expected for a similar flow at lower temperatures.





where the sample diameter is taken as the reference length. The Reynolds number using
the jet exit diameter as a reference length instead of that of the test article would yield
similar results as the two are similar in scale.
A plot of computed Reynolds number versus temperature is seen in Figure 3.5. The
dramatic variation in Re is a direct result of the decrease in density and increase in viscosity
with increasing temperature. Although the actual ICP torch operates at a relatively high
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subsonic velocity, the Reynolds number implies that the flow should be largely laminar. In
practice, the plasma jet can exhibit instabilities but the present numerical model is free
of fluctuations in the flow arising from the ICP torch power supply, ensuring a laminar jet
with constant inlet conditions. While the present simulations do not focus on the exact ICP
torch geometry, with regard to the rounded edges of the test article, the Reynolds number
assumption remains accurate. From Figure 3.5, it can be seen that for a boundary layer
edge temperature of, 5000 K, which is a typical value for various test gases (see chapter 4
for examples), the Reynolds number is roughly 100.

















Figure 3.5: Facility Reynolds number based on sample diameter.
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3.3 Grid considerations
3.3.1 Grid generation method
Owing to the grid limitations of NGA, the grid generation method used is relatively simple.
Axial grid spacing between the inlet and the sample is computed using a hyperbolic tangent
function in order to achieve reasonably regular spacing in the bulk flow while time allowing
for high resolution in the boundary layer above the test article. Equation set 3.2 shows the
method used to build the grid from the inlet to the sample surface in the x-direction.
δ = nx − nx,sample (3.2a)
x˜ =
δ + 1− i
δ − 1 (3.2b)






where δ is the number of grid points before the sample, x˜ is a transformed coordinate, rx
is the stretching parameter (values <<1 yield effectively constant spacing), Lx is the full
length of the domain, and Lsample is the length of the test article.
Beyond the sample surface, the grid in x mirrors the grid within [0, Lsample]. Because
the stretching in the grid spacing is now increasing with increasing x (dxi > dxi−1), the
method to generate this section of the grid differs slightly from the above approach and is











This approach allows for a good degree of control over the grid, especially in the region
around the sample. High aspect ratio cells are acceptable in some parts of the grid, namely
the far field regions and in places where the velocity is strongly aligned with the grid. Near
the sample, it is desirable to come as close as possible to achieving ∆x = ∆y owing to the
behavior of the flow as it impinges upon the sample surface and changes direction within
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a small region. In the case of a flow without a test sample (such as the study performed
in section 4.5), rx is set to a very small value allowing for constant grid spacing in the
x-direction.
In the y-direction, the grid is uniform from the centerline to the edge of the inlet. From
the edge of the inlet to the edge of the domain, the grid is stretched in a method similar
to that used for the x-direction grid generation. Between the jet centerline (the axis of





y(1) = 0; yj = jj−1 + dy (3.4b)
where dinlet is the inlet diameter and ny,inlet is the number of grid points along the inlet.
The boundary condition in equation 3.4b must be applied in order to successfully generate
the grid. Owing to the geometry utilized in this work where the test sample diameter is
always smaller than the inlet diameter, this approach has the benefit of ensuring uniform,
fine grid spacing in y not just on the leading edge of the sample, but also within the region
above it where there are still sharp velocity gradients.
Beyond the edge of the inlet, the grid in y is generated per the following:
y˜ =
j − ny,inlet − 1
ny − ny,inlet + 1 (3.5a)
y˜ = 1.0− y˜ (3.5b)






where y˜ is a transformed coordinate in the range [0, 1], ddomain is the diameter of the whole
domain (sometimes the diameter of the test chamber, but using the full diameter of the
chamber is not necessary to achieve a valid solution), and ry is the stretching factor for the
grid in y. This method allows for ∆y to be very closely matched at the interface between
the uniform and stretched regions of the grid and, with stretching, allows for a high density
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of grid points towards the center of the domain with more sparse grid spacing towards the
edges where the velocity field is essentially zero.
Figure 3.6: Grid for cases with a sample in the flow. Generated using equations 3.2-3.5 at
low resolution (64× 64) for clarity. Here, rx = 1.9 and ry = 2.0.
�
�
Figure 3.7: Grid for a free jet with no obstacle in the flow. Generated using equations
3.2-3.5 at low resolution (64× 64) for clarity. For this grid, rx = 0.001 and ry = 2.0.
Figure 3.6 shows the grid used for a case with a sample in the flow. The effects of
stretching in x and y are visible and it is seen that cell aspect ratios near the sample
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leading edge and corner are near unity, however at the low resolution shown here the aspect
ratios are farther from unity than is the case for actual simulations. Figure 3.7 shows the
grid at low resolution for the case of a free jet with no obstacle in the flow. It is seen that
the grid is dense within the bounds of the inlet diameter and becomes more sparse towards
the outer edge. As will be seen in later sections, the plasma jet does not expand significantly
wider than the inlet diameter within this domain, thus this grid choice is adequate.
3.3.2 Grid independence
A grid independence study was performed in order to determine an appropriate grid res-
olution at which to efficiently and accurately simulate the plasma jet. Simulations were
performed using identical conditions with increasing resolution in the grid. The test article
boundary layer temperature profile was used as the metric to gauge grid independence ow-
ing to its importance in the present work. Grid independence is achieved when increasing
grid resolution no longer changes the solution by an appreciable amount.
The conditions for this study were chosen to be representative of typical test conditions:
the sample surface is held constant at 800 K with a catalytic efficiency of γ = 1. This limiting
value was chosen because it represents the condition in which the surface would theoretically
experience the highest heat flux and thus the boundary layer temperature profile would be
most sensitive to the grid resolution near the surface. Table 3.2 summarizes the grids used
for this study.
Resolution (nx × ny) nx,sample ny,inlet
96 × 96 48 64
192 × 192 96 128
384 × 384 192 256
Table 3.2: Grid parameters for independence study.
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Figure 3.8: Boundary layer temperature profile computed with varying grid resolution.
A plot of temperature profiles for different grid densities in seen in figure 3.8. It is seen
that despite the large differences in resolution, all grids predict a very similar temperature
profile. The coarsest grid, nx = ny = 96, results in the steepest temperature gradient,
predicting the highest temperatures across the boundary despite matching the conditions at
the wall and the free stream very well. This behavior suggests that this grid can adequately
model the free stream of the plasma jet but gradients within the boundary layer begin to
pose problems. The grids with resolutions 1922 and 3842 are seen to predict much more
similar profiles. Despite the similarity between the two, the fine grid with nx = ny = 384 is
selected for the simulations performed in this work. It is expected that the higher resolution
will provide better stability and more accurate results for varying boundary and free stream
conditions. Owing to NGA’s parallel scaling ability, discussed in the next section, no loss
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of performance arises from the selection of a finer grid.
Figure 3.9: L2 error norm for temperature plotted against grid resolution, N = Nx = Ny.
Near second order convergence is achieved with m = −1.92.
Figure 3.9 shows the computed L2 error norm for the temperature profiles seen in figure
3.8. Confirming the conclusion from the preceding paragraph, it is seen that there is no
change in the error between N = 192 and N = 384. Viewed from this perspective, it
indicates that the N = 192 solution may be erroneous, as the convergence of error between
that and the coarse grid occurs at a rate higher than the order of any schemes utilized in
this work. Thus, the use of the fine grid, N = 384, is validated.
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3.4 Parallel scaling
Parallel scaling is a measure of the efficiency of a code when used on an arbitrarily high
number of processor cores. This work does not focus on the quantification of NGA’s scaling,
however it has benefitted greatly from it. Ideal parallel scaling is achieved when the time
to perform a simulation at one resolution on some number of processors is the same as
the time required to perform the same simulation at a higher resolution and proportionally
higher number of processors. Although the present work has not come close to touching
the bounds of NGA’s capability, it has been shown that NGA’s performance scales almost
linearly up to almost 50,000 processors on a grid with 1.6 billion cells [52].
3.5 Gas mixtures
3.5.1 5 species air
The present simulations use a 5 species air mixture consisting of N, O, NO, N2, and O2. This
mixture was chosen for its relative simplicity while still being valid to use for comparison
to experimental results obtained in the ICP torch facility. Furthermore, it has been used
as a benchmark mixture in previous work [26] [27] [53]. The validity of 5 species air can be
assessed by comparing its equilibrium composition with that of 11 species air at a pressure
of 160 torr, which is a typical operating pressure for the plasma torch facility. This is
seen in figures 3.10 and 3.11. The same data is seen on semi-log plots in figures 3.12
and 3.13 to better show the behavior of minor species. The compositions are virtually
identical up to 8000 K, at which point the mass fraction of ionized nitrogen molecules
becomes non-negligible. Although the plasma jet may feature temperatures above 8000 K,
the boundary layer is the primary region of interest in the present work and typically only
sees temperatures in that range at its outer edge. Owing to the lower temperatures, a much
smaller degree of ionization occurs. Thus, the 5 species air mixture can be assumed to be
valid for these studies. In addition, the selection of this mixture reduces computational cost
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as it requires the integration of six fewer scalar transport equations and chemical source
terms.
In addition to the reduced computational demand resulting from fewer transported
scalars, the 5 species mixture considers fewer chemical reactions, namely 5 instead of the 19
required for computations with an 11 species mixture [1]. The chemical reactions considered
for the mixture are seen in equations 3.6. Reaction rates for this mixture can be found in
Appendix C.
N2 +M  2N +M (3.6a)
O2 +M  2O +M (3.6b)
NO +M  N +O +M (3.6c)
N2 +O  NO +N (3.6d)
O2 +N  NO +O (3.6e)























Figure 3.10: Major species mass fractions
for 5 species air mixture.





























Figure 3.11: Major species mass fractions
for 11 species air mixture.
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Figure 3.12: Minor species mass fractions
for 5 species air mixture.



























Figure 3.13: Minor species mass fractions
for 11 species air mixture.
3.5.2 Oxygen - Argon
As an effort toward studying the effects of surface chemistry on oxygen recombination in
the UVM ICP facility, a mixture of oxygen and argon is utilized. In addition to stabilizing
the behavior of the plasma jet, the presence of argon in the flow lowers the partial pressure
of oxygen, with the lower concentration slowing the oxygen reaction rates. The resultant
partial pressure of oxygen in this mixture is similar that which occurs in air tests in the
experimental facility. Achieving this condition with the addition of argon allows the plasma
to maintain temperatures and total pressures similar to these tests as well.
The reaction set for this mixture is seen in equations 3.7(a-f). In experimental mea-
surements of the boundary layer, the reverse reaction of equation 3.7a is the mechanism of
interest owing to the absence of ionized species and electrons within the boundary layer in
this flow regime. The mechanism in equation 3.7f also affects gas phase recombination of
oxygen, but it is likely not a factor in surface chemistry. Reaction rates for this mixture are
found in Appendix A.
O2 +M  2O +M (3.7a)
O + e−  O+ + e− + e− (3.7b)
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O +O  O+2 + e− (3.7c)
Ar + e−  Ar+ + e− + e− (3.7d)
Ar +Ar  Ar+ +Ar + e− (3.7e)
O2 +Ar  2O +Ar (3.7f)
Figure 3.14 shows the composition of this mixture in LTE at 10 kPa. It is seen that
molecular oxygen begins to dissociate at roughly 2000 K and by 4000 K is fully dissociated
leaving only atomic oxygen.
























Figure 3.14: Mole fractions for O2 / Ar
mixture in LTE.



























Figure 3.15: Log plot of mole fractions
for O2 / Ar mixture in LTE.
Figure 3.15 shows the same data plotted on a log scale to better illustrate the minor
species contribution to the mixture chemistry. It is seen that at 6000 K, electrons exhibit
the largest minor species population with a value of approximately 10−4. At 5000 K, which
is the highest boundary layer edge temperature studied in this work (see section 4.2.1), the
electron mole fraction is an order of magnitude lower, at 10−5. With regard to the study of
homogenous oxygen recombination in the boundary layer, the small population of charged
species at these temperatures likely has little to no effect on the current work.
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3.5.3 5 species nitrogen
A nitrogen mixture composed of N2, N, N
+,N+2 , and e
− is utilized in this work to study the
interaction of nitrogen plasma with test articles with various catalytic efficiencies and also
to study the behavior of the plasma jet with an artificially-imposed nonequilibrium inlet
condition. The reactions used in this mixture are seen below in equations 3.8[a-d]. Reaction
rates for this mixture are tabulated in Appendix B.
N2 +M  2N +M (3.8a)
N+ + e−  N+ + 2e− (3.8b)
N + e−  N+ + 2e− (3.8c)
N +N  N+2 + e− (3.8d)
Figure 3.16 shows the behavior of the major species mole fractions up to 10,000 K at
10 kPa. It is seen that at 6000 K, the highest boundary layer edge temperature studied for
in this work, the mole fractions of N and N2 are approximately equal to 0.5.






















Figure 3.16: Mole fractions for 5 species
N2 mixture in LTE.

























Figure 3.17: Log plot of mole fractions
for 5 species N2 mixture in LTE.
Figure 3.17 shows the same data but utilizing a log scale to show the behavior of the
minor species (N+2 , N
+, e−). At 6000 K, electrons and atomic nitrogen ions both have mole
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fraction of approximately 10−4. As with the assumption made for ionized species in the
oxygen-argon mixture, it is unlikely that these species contribute anything to homogenous
nitrogen recombination. This is supported when noting that at 3900 K, the mole fractions
of all minor species drop below 10−8. In addition, the experimental setup at the UVM ICP
torch facility is presently only equipped to measure neutral atomic species.
3.6 Inlet conditions
In an inductively coupled plasma torch, the plasma is generated within a quartz confinement
tube upstream of the test chamber. Gas is injected in an annulus around the outer edge of
the tube and is inductively heated within the quartz tube by the magnetic field generated
with an oscillating electrical current running through copper coils surrounding the tube.
Depending on the configuration and flow requirements, gas can be injected straight in or it
can be injected with a swirl component. The lower portion of figure 3.1 shows a diagram
of the injection region, the quartz tube, and the copper coils surrounding the tube.
Owing to the complexity of the gas injection and the previously discussed grid lim-
itations, simulations have been performed from the quartz tube exit onward. Based on
previous work that sought to quantify the chemical state of the flow in the quartz tube
([22], [23], [30]), it is assumed that as the flow enters the test chamber, it is in local ther-
modynamic equilibrium. Thus, inlet conditions are specified using the LTE composition for
a given temperature and pressure. The inlet composition is set in such a way that the use
of LTE values is not necessary and nonequilibrium conditions can also be imposed. This
capability is used and studied in detail in section 4.5.
In the experimental facility, mass flow is the metric used to control the speed of the
plasma jet. Computationally, this is inconvenient because the present work models only the
region from the outlet of the quartz tube without considering a cold gas at uniform temper-
ature being inductively heated. Owing to the spatial temperature and density gradients at
this location, accurately imposing a mass flow boundary condition wherein velocities would
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have to be calculated would be needlessly difficult. Instead, a velocity inlet is used in this
work.
A previous study [54] characterized the velocity at which the plasma exits the quartz
tube (i.e. the test chamber inlet) using a pitot probe and assumptions about the condition
of the plasma at this location. The inlet velocity was determined to be 190 m/s, however
it was noted that there is some uncertainty in this value. Regardless, this value is certainly
within a valid, plausible range and is the inlet velocity value used in this work.
3.6.1 Velocity inlet boundary condition
Owing to the limitations of the present method of algebraic grid generation, a scheme for a
velocity inlet was devised such that there was not a need to provide grid resolution sufficient
to capture near-wall behavior at the inlet, resulting in a significant decrease in computational
cost. The exact velocity inlet conditions in the facility are not known: to date, no studies
have been performed to determine the velocity profile at the exit of the quartz tube. Thus,
it was necessary to make an assumption about the inlet condition. Based on the work of
Magin [29], it was determined that a parabolic profile would be appropriate for this work.
Within the bounds of the inlet (in this context, [0, Rinlet], where Rinlet is the radius of
the quartz tube), the velocity profile is given most generally by:
Uj = 8.0Umax
(ym,j − ymin) (ymax − ym,j)
(ymax − ymin)2
(3.9)
where Uj is the inlet value at a y location, Umax is the maximum value of the inlet velocity,
ymin is the lower bound of the inlet (in cylindrical coordinates for a centerline-based inlet,
this is zero), and ymax is the location of the outer edge of the inlet, equivalent to Rinlet.
Mid-point y values are used owing to the staggered grid for scalar and vector quantities:
the U component of velocity is calculated on the cell faces in x, locations which in turn
exist at mid-point values in y.
Similarly, the same expression can be written for the W component of velocity (θ-
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direction in cylindrical coordinates, or swirl velocity in the context of ICP torches):
Wj = 8.0Wmax
ym,j − ymin (ymax − ym,j)
(ymax − ymin)2
(3.10)
As all of the present work is performed in axisymmetric coordinates, this capability is not
utilized. At all inlet locations, V = 0. For a single, centerline-based inlet, the velocity
profile beyond Rinlet is given by:
U = 0; V = 0; W = 0; (3.11)
The nature of equations 3.9 and 3.10 is such that the computed profiles approximate the
location of a wall at y = Rinlet, (i.e. U = W = 0) and the transition between the physical
inflow and the numerical zero inflow condition is sufficiently smooth to be numerically
stable.
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Figure 3.18: Inlet U velocity profile computed from equation 3.9 with Rinlet = 0.018 [m],
representative of UVM ICP facility geometry.
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Figure 3.18 shows a plot of the inflow profile for Umax = 190 [m/s] and Rinlet = 0.018
[m], which is representative of the quartz tube exit in the UVM ICP facility. The transition
from the physical inflow to the numerical zero inflow using this profile is smooth enough that
there is no entrainment of ambient gas at the inlet and the plasma jet remains well-behaved.
3.6.2 Temporal inlet velocity ramping
During the start-up of the experimental facility, the plasma jet does not instantaneously
reach full speed from a resting state. Rather, the velocity increases steadily until it reaches
a maximum value, albeit over a short timescale. Similarly, in the present simulations, a
start-up period is modeled during which the jet inlet velocity is incrementally increased in a
linear fashion (in the case of constant ∆t) until reaching a set maximum. The inlet velocity
at any time, k, during this ramping period is written as:
Ukin = c · Umax∆t+ Uk−1in (3.12)
where Ukin is the inlet velocity at the current time step, U
k−1
in is the inlet velocity at the
previous time step, Umax is the maximum value for the inlet velocity, and c is an arbitrary
factor used to control the rate at which the ramping takes place. In addition to providing a
more realistic model of the starting jet, this increases the stability of the computations and
helps to minimize time step limitations resulting from a large temporal velocity gradient
while the jet develops.
3.6.3 Temperature and species inlet boundary condtiions
The exact temperature profile at the outlet of the quartz tube is not known, however it
is certain that the temperature scales in some way from a relatively low value at the edge
of the quartz tube to a peak value at the center of the plasma flow. A 2013 study [38]
sought to characterize the differences in the resulting flow field between an inlet featuring
a uniform temperature profile and thus constant species composition and a non-uniform
temperature profile (similar in shape to the one seen in figure 3.18) with the LTE species
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composition at each temperature. It was found that the uniform profile led to better
agreement between numerical results and experimentally-obtained temperature and species
profiles on the boundary layer of the test article. In addition, the added complexity of a
non-uniform profile did not significantly alter the bulk flow field. Accordingly, a uniform
temperature and species profile was chosen as the inlet condition for this work.
3.7 Velocity field initialization from analytical solution
In order to more rapidly achieve a fully-developed solution, the velocity field of the entire
plasma jet can be initialized from an analytical solution. Temporal ramping of the inlet
velocity allows for detailed study of the effects of starting the plasma jet, but can be
an inefficient approach to take when seeking a solution to the fully-developed plasma jet.
Furthermore, the method of ramping is slightly non-physical in that during the start-up of
the actual ICP facility, the test gas flows into the chamber at ambient temperature before
the power supply is turned on and plasma is generated within the quartz tube. Thus,
starting a simulation from an analytical solution for a velocity field at room temperature
and with an inlet condition featuring high temperature gas is proposed as an inherently
physical approach towards efficiently obtaining a solution for the plasma jet, including flow
around a test article if need be.
The initial field is calculated based on the following expression:







Owing to the lack of expansion in the plasma jet, the constant width of the jet in the axial
direction obtained with this equation does not hinder the advancement of the solution.
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Figure 3.19: Profile of axial velocity field for simulation initialization, from equation 3.13.
A plot of the initial velocity field profile is seen in figure 3.19. This velocity profile is
imposed along the entire domain for simulations both with and without a sample in the
flow. For the latter, this results in abnormally high velocities within the sample boundary
layer region in the first few time steps. In spite of this, these high velocities quickly dissipate
and a more regular boundary layer develops around the sample.
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Figure 3.20: Contours of velocity for ini-
tial field calculated using equation 3.13.
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Figure 3.21: Contours of velocity for
fully-developed, steady plasma jet.
Figure 3.20 shows the velocity field over the entire computational domain computed
from equation 3.13. It can be seen that there is no variation in the width of the jet at any
axial location. Accordingly, for a fixed radial location, the velocity is identical at all axial
locations. As discussed previously, this velocity field initially exists at the low temperature
conditions found in the test chamber prior to torch start-up. Figure 3.21 shows the fully-
developed, steady plasma jet that develops from the field seen in the previous figure. This
velocity field develops after the torch is started and high temperature gas is transported
along the the jet, resulting in gradients in the axial and radial directions in temperature,
velocity, density, and composition. It is seen that the fully-developed plasma jet does not





Multiple sets of simulations were performed to assess the performance of the implementation
of finite rate chemistry and high temperature gas properties in NGA: a study was performed
quantifying the code’s performance relative to experimental measurements; a code-to-code
validation was performed based on an experimental test case; finally, simulations were
performed studying nonequilibrium behavior of the plasma jet in a way that could not
easily be replicated experimentally.
Numerical experiments were performed to compare experimental determinations of TPS
material catalytic behavior with computational results. This series of simulations used two
mixtures: argon-buffered oxygen and nitrogen. Freestream temperatures between 4500 K
and 6000 K and wall temperatures between 650 K and 1500 K were studied for those
mixtures over a range of experimentally-determined and limiting (γ = [0, 1]) catalytic re-
combination probabilities. Results from these simulations are compared to experimentally-
obtained results for test materials including cold quartz, copper, and monolithic silicon
carbide (α-SiC); these materials represent a wide range of catalytic behaviors for oxygen
and nitrogen recombination. In general, good agreement was found between numerical and
experimental results within the estimated experimental error.
A code-to-code validation exercise was performed relative to a previous study under-
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taken the code LeMANS [39] which modeled a test case in the UVM ICP facility for a
simple nitrogen mixture with varying catalytic efficiencies for the test article surface. The
results show good agreement with the previously published data, suggesting that the present
implementation of high temperature gas capability to NGA is sufficient and yields accurate
solutions for simulating the UVM ICP facility.
Another series of numerical studies were performed investigating the nonequilibrium
behavior of a nitrogen plasma free jet without a test article in the flow using a nonequilibrium
inlet condition. Specifically, a significant overpopulation of atomic nitrogen was specified
at the inlet in order to observe if, and how, the state of the gas trends towards local
thermodynamic equilibrium within the jet. Two parametric studies were performed: the
first used artificially altered recombination reaction reaction rates at a constant pressure;
the second used the standard accepted reaction rate set while varying the operating pressure
of the torch.
4.1 Experimental technique
Within the UVM ICP facility, translational temperature and relative species mole frac-
tions are measured using two-photon absorption laser-induced fluorescence (TALIF, or two-
photon LIF). Light at 532 nm is emitted from a frequency-doubled Nd-YAG dye laser which
in turn pumps a tunable dye laser with a wavelength range of 600-700 nm. This light is
frequency-tripled through a harmonic oscillator which generates ultraviolet light in wave-
lengths between 200 and 233 nm. The available wavelength is dependent upon the dye
used within the tunable dye laser. The range of 200-233 nm is suitable to measure the
two-photon absorption transitions of oxygen and nitrogen atoms relevant to the present
study. The ultraviolet light is split and sent to the ICP torch and microwave discharge
flow reactor (MDFR). The MDFR is used to obtain absorption measurements at a known
temperature and pressure (300 K and 0.5 torr, respectively). Assessing the signal from
this known condition allows for a calculation of the laser line width, which is necessary to
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determine temperature within the plasma jet. In both the MDFR and the ICP torch, laser
pulse energy and and LIF signal are measured. The configuration is such that the laser
beam through the ICP torch can be moved normal to the stagnation point of a test article,
allowing for spatially-resolved measurements of the boundary layer. A schematic of the
experimental configuration can be seen in figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Schematic of TALIF measurement configuration in the UVM ICP facility. [6]
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of stagnation point measurement location for temperature and species
composition.
A schematic of the stagnation point measurement location is seen in figure 4.2. Typical
experimental measurements cover the region at the stagnation point from the sample surface
to an arbitrary distance beyond the boundary layer edge, typically on the order of 4-5 mm.
All numerical results presented in sections 4.2 and 4.3 have been taken from the analogous
location in the computational domain.
4.1.1 Calculation of temperature and relative mole fractions
Translational temperature is determined from the Doppler width of the excitation line
profile. Both laser line width and Doppler broadening contribute to the spectral profile,
thus it is necessary to calculate the laser line width based on measurements of the known,
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where ∆ represents a line width. Mi is the molecular weight of the probed atomic species,
k is Boltzmann’s constant, and nA is Avogadro’s number. The subscripts refer to the
measurement location: ICP for the test chamber and MDFR for the flow reactor.
Owing to uncertainties in the temperature measurement due to a broad laser line width,
a fit is performed to on the measured translational temperature profile with the measured
wall temperature serving as an anchor point:
Tfit = f (Tmeasured, Twall) (4.2)
Using the curve fit for temperature, the number density of the plasma flow is calculated





where y represents a location within the boundary layer above the sample surface. With the
total number density of the flow, it is possible to calculate the mole fraction of the probed








Finally, the mole fraction at each point in the boundary layer is scaled to the value at the





4.1.2 Determination of TPS material catalytic efficiencies
The following method to determine TPS material catalytic rate coefficients is thoroughly
described by Meyers in [6]. Re-writing equation 2.26 in the form presented by Goulard [10],
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where Diw is the diffusion coefficient for the atomic species and n is the coordinate normal
to the wall. With more detail, this expression can be written in terms of a balance between















Written in this form, it is clear that this is much better suited to measurements of rela-
tive mole fraction. Substituting in relative mole fraction and re-arranging to solve for the










After determining the gradient of the relative species mole fraction at the wall, Goulard’s





γ values computed using this expression can then be implemented as a parameter for the
catalytic boundary conditions implemented in NGA.
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4.2 Argon-buffered oxygen mixture in UVM ICP facility
A series of simulations was performed using a mixture of argon and oxygen as the gas
mixture (see section 3.5.2 for more details about the mixture chemistry). The intent of
these simulations was to compare the performance of NGA to experimentally-obtained
results for translational temperature and relative oxygen atom mole fractions within the
boundary layer of a test article. The reference data and conditions for these test cases
is found in [6]. Argon was introduced in order to reduce oxidation rates, owing to the
dependence of reaction rates on species concentration seen in equation 2.64.
The original experiments were performed using three sample materials: copper, cold
quartz, and monolithic silicon carbide (α-SiC). Copper was chosen for its strong catalytic
effects for oxygen recombination. Cold quartz was used because it is typically weakly
catalytic for oxygen recombination and serves as a low-catalycity reference. α-SiC was used
as it represents a slightly more realistic TPS material choice, with a catalytic efficiency
slightly higher than quartz. Both the quartz and copper samples are water-cooled whereas
the α-SiC is allowed to reach a higher temperature without cooling.
Case T∞ Twall Experimental γ Surface material
O2/Ar-1 5000 650 0.0274 Copper
O2/Ar-2 4500 800 0.000562 Cold quartz
O2/Ar-3 4500 1500 0.001057 α-SiC after 10 minutes in flow
O2/Ar-4 4500 1500 0.003579 α-SIC after 65 minutes in flow
Table 4.1: Conditions for O2-Ar simulations.
An outline of the experimental conditions is seen in Table 4.1, with the experimental γ
values being calculated from the method in section 4.1.2. In additional to the experimental
γ values, the limiting cases of γ = 0 and γ = 1 were simulated in order to show the
theoretical upper and lower bounds for the relative mole fraction of oxygen within the
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boundary layer. All simulations were performed at the operating pressure of 160 torr (21.3
kPa) and an ambient chamber temperature of 300 K. Within the code, transported species
are represented in terms of mass fraction, but in order to directly compare numerical results
with experimental results, mass fraction has been converted to relative mole fraction.
4.2.1 Copper test article, T∞ = 5000 K, Tw = 650 K
A copper test article was simulated using the experimentally-derived catalytic efficiency
γ = 0.0274 for a freestream temperature of 5000 K and a sample surface temperature
of 650 K. Copper is not a realistic TPS material, however it is generally considered to
efficiently promote oxygen recombination which makes it ideal for experimental assessments
of catalytic behavior. This high catalytic efficiency is reflected in the relatively large γ value.





















Figure 4.3: Temperature profile for case O2/Ar-1.
Figure 4.3 shows a plot of computed temperature overlaid with experimental tempera-
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ture data obtained using LIF measurements. Both data sets support the assumption that
the thermal boundary thickness is approximately 3 mm. Within the first 1 mm of the
boundary layer, very good agreement is seen between the numeral and experimental data.
Beyond this, there is some scatter in the experimental data but the overall trend remains
visible.



























Figure 4.4: Relative O atom mole fraction from simulations compared to measured LIF
data for case O2/Ar-1.
Figure 4.4 shows numerically-computed relative oxygen mole fractions plotted with ex-
perimental data. In addition to the experimentally-derived value γ = 0.0274, the cases
for γ = 1 and γ = 0 were simulated to show the theoretical bounds for the boundary
layer composition. It is seen that the numerical data are in good agreement with the ex-
perimental data to within 0.0005 mm of the sample surface, at which point the values
diverge significantly. The experimental results suggest a relative mole fraction on the wall
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of approximately 0.2, however for γ = 0.0274, the computed surface composition is approx-
imately χˆ = 0.06. This discrepancy could be explained by the laser beam being clipped
near the surface in experimental measurements, resulting in an erroneous signal. Even the
theoretical limiting case of γ = 0 does not quite approach the experimental wall value.
Interestingly, it is seen that within the middle of the boundary layer, the computed
composition for γ = 0 is higher than that of γ = 1. This a trend that is observed in all
of the cases using the oxygen-argon mixture with varying degrees of overlap between the
two profiles. This phenomenon may be occurring as a result of the slower oxygen reaction
rates with the presence of argon in the mixture. For a lower γ value, the wall composition
of atomic oxygen is higher, thus resulting in a shallower gradient across the boundary layer
than occurs for a higher γ value. In the presence of slower reaction rates, it is possible
that the species gradient at the wall has a stronger effect on the composition of the entire
boundary layer. The wall composition is, of course, still competing with a supply of atomic
oxygen from the boundary layer edge which is depleted largely through diffusion but with
a minor contribution from gas phase reactions. It is this balance between diffusion and
gas phase recombination that may be contributing to the behavior of the composition for
different γ values.
4.2.2 Cold quartz test article, T∞ = 4500 K, Tw = 800 K
A cold quartz test article with a surface temperature of 800 K and a boundary layer edge
temperature of 4500 K was simulated using the experimentally-computed catalytic efficiency
of γ = 0.000562, in addition to the limiting cases of γ = 1 and γ = 0. Owing to the low
catalytic efficiency of cold quartz, the computed γ value is significantly lower than that of
copper.
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Figure 4.5: Temperature profile from simulation compared with LIF data for case O2/Ar-2
Figure 4.5 shows the computed temperature profile overlaid with experimentally-measured
temperature values across the boundary layer. Generally good agreement is seen in the trend
between the two data sets, however the experimental measurements fall significantly below
the predicted values around 1 mm from the sample surface. At the boundary layer edge,
more scatter is observed relative to the computed temperature while still maintaining the
general trend of the profile.
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Figure 4.6: Relative O atom mole fraction from simulations compared to measured LIF
data for case O2/Ar-2.
Figure 4.6 shows the computed relative mole fractions for γ = [0, 0.000562, 1.0] over-
laid with the experimental data used to calculate the value γ = 0.000562. Much like the
temperature profile, both data sets show a similar trend and a boundary layer thickness
of approximately 3 mm. From the sample surface to x = 1.5 mm, the measured values
fall significantly below the computed relative mole fraction profile. Beyond that, a few
points match the computed profile but generally the experimental data are greater than the
computed profile. This could result from the selection of the data point representing the
boundary layer edge location, with all points normalized relative to that value. However,
the trend of the experimental data is such that choosing a different point with which to
normalize the data would only result in better agreement between the near-surface data
points or the points near the boundary layer edge, but not both.
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This data set exhibits the same behavior seen in the previous section wherein the curves
for γ = 1 and γ = 0 intersect each other, resulting in a higher atomic population mid-way
through the boundary layer for higher γ values. As with the previous case, it is suspected
that the gradient at the wall imposed through the diffusive source term is competing with
gas phase reactions taking place further away from the surface near the boundary layer
edge.


























Figure 4.7: Detailed view of the 0.1 mm region above the sample surface to show slight
differences in curves for γ = 0 and γ = 0.000582 for case O2/Ar-2.
It is also observed in figure 4.6 that the curves for γ = 0 and γ = 0.000562 appear,
superficially, to be identical. Figure 4.7 shows these two curves in the region 0.1 mm away
from the wall where it is seen that the two profiles are very similar, but not identical, to one
another. This suggests that the use of cold quartz as a reference for a non-catalytic surface
is a valid one. Owing to the wall temperature and hence gas phase recombination taking
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place, in the effective absence of surface-promoted recombination, there is still a significant
gradient in the population of atomic oxygen across the boundary layer.
4.2.3 α-SiC test article, T∞ = 4500 K, Tw = 1500 K
An α-SiC test article with a wall temperature of 1500 K and a boundary layer edge
temperature of 4500 K was simulated for the experimentally-derived catalytic efficiencies
γ = 0.001057, γ = 0.003579, and the limiting cases of γ = 1 and γ = 0. The two calculated
γ values are for the cases of a sample after 10 minutes of exposure to the plasma flow and
65 minutes of exposure, respectively.





















Figure 4.8: Temperature profile from simulation compared with LIF data for case O2/Ar-3,
γ = 0.001057.
Figure 4.8 shows the computed temperature profile overlaid with experimentally-measured
data for case O2/Ar-3, representing a sample that has been exposed to the plasma flow for
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10 minutes with γ = 0.001057. Both data sets show the same trend in the temperature
across the boundary layer, but the experimental data falls below the computed tempera-
ture profile at almost every point, giving the appearance that the x−coordinate of one set
may be shifted. The experimental uncertainty for temperature measurements is assumed
to be approximately 500 K [55]. When taking this into account, the agreement between the
experimental and numerical data is largely within the bounds of the assumed uncertainty.



























Figure 4.9: Relative O atom mole fraction from simulations compared to measured LIF
data for case O2/Ar-3, γ = 0.001057.
Figure 4.9 shows computed relative oxygen mole fractions overlaid with experimental
data for the case γ = 0.001057. Overall, both data sets follow a very similar trend and
agree with one another. Near the sample surface, there is scatter in the experimental data
which appears to suggest that the numerical results may be under-predicting the atomic
oxygen population near the wall. Further out in the boundary layer, however, the agreement
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between the two sets is much better. The departures from the numerical solution in the
boundary layer edge region could be the result of fluctuations in the plasma jet between
measurements. It is seen that the curve for γ = 0.001057 predicts a very similar wall and
gas phase atomic composition to γ = 0. When considered with experimental data, this
suggests that α-SiC after 10 minutes in the plasma flow (i.e. not yet considerably altered
by ablative processes) is reasonably non-catalytic for oxygen recombination. Accordingly,
this implies that much of the recombination taking place is likely due to gas phase reactions.





















Figure 4.10: Temperature profile from simulation compared with experimental data for case
O2/Ar-4, γ = 0.003579.
Figure 4.10 shows computed temperature overlaid with experimental data for case
O2/Ar-4 with γ = 0.003579. As with case O2/Ar-3, there is good agreement between the
measured and computed data, but the experimental data points are generally lower than
the predicted value for a given location above the sample surface. Again, the predicted
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temperature profile is bounded within the experimental uncertainty of 500 K.




























Figure 4.11: Relative O atom mole fraction from simulations compared to measured LIF
data for case O2/Ar-4, γ = 0.003579.
Figure 4.11 shows computed and experimental relative oxygen mole fractions for case
O2/Ar-4, γ = 0.003579. Less agreement is seen between these data sets than in the previous
case, although from x = 1.5 mm to the boundary layer edge, there is very good agreement
between the two. The experimental data from the wall to x = 1.5 mm imply that the
numerical results may be substantially under-predicting the population of atomic oxygen
in this region. Near the wall, the difference between the two data sets is such that even
when considering the experimental uncertainty of 25%, there does not appear to be good
agreement. Owing to the low γ value, it is conceivable that this under-prediction is due to
uncertainties in the reaction rates for oxygen recombination, leading to a lower population
than is achieved in reality with the steady flux of dissociated oxygen from the boundary
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layer edge.
It is seen that with the slightly increased catalytic efficiency relative to case O2/Ar-3,
the wall population of atomic oxygen is noticeably lower, as well as the population in the
region approximately 0.5 mm above the boundary layer. Further out in the boundary layer,
profiles for both γ = 0.003579 and γ = 0.001057 collapse onto the curve for γ = 0. While
the difference in wall populations for the two γ values is small, it is significant enough to
suggest that after 65 minutes in the plasma flow, α-SiC undergoes morphological changes
which increase its catalytic efficiency for oxygen recombination. Indeed, the notion of a
change in surface composition is supported by Owens [56] who found that in oxidizing
plasmas, α-SiC develops a layer of SiO2 after prolonged exposure.
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4.3 Pure nitrogen in UVM ICP facility
A series of simulations were performed using a pure nitrogen mixture (see section 3.5.3 and
Appendix B for details on LTE behavior and tabulated reaction rates, respectively). These
simulations were performed to validate NGA by comparison to experimentally-obtained
data for translational temperature and relative nitrogen mole fraction within the boundary
layers of test articles with varying catalytic efficiencies and wall temperatures.
The use of a variable catalytic efficiency, γ, is intended to serve as a representation
of the different materials used in original experiments. These materials were copper, cold
quartz, and monolithic silicon carbide (α-SiC). Copper is known to be highly catalytic with
regard to nitrogen recombination. Conversely, cold quartz is strongly non-catalytic. α-SiC
is representative of a more realistic TPS material and is found to be weakly catalytic for
nitrogen recombination. In the experimental facility, the quartz and copper samples are
water-cooled and the α-SiC sample is used without active cooling.
Case T∞ Twall Experimental γ Surface material
N2-1 6000 650 0.0173 Copper
N2-2 6000 800 0.000755 Cold quartz
N2-3 6000 1500 0.00587 α-SiC
Table 4.2: Conditions for N2 simulations
A table of the relevant conditions is seen in Table 4.2. In addition to the experimentally-
derived γ values, the limiting cases of γ = 1 and γ = 0 were performed in order to show the
theoretical limiting cases for species composition within the boundary layer. All simulations
were performed at the operating pressure of 160 torr and an ambient chamber temperature
of 300 K. Further detail about the experimental measurements and setup can be found
in [6] and [57]. It is worth noting that the experimental data presented in this section is
considered preliminary.
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4.3.1 Copper, T∞ = 6000 K, Tw = 650 K
A copper test article with a surface temperature of 650 K and boundary layer edge tem-
perature of 6000 K was simulated using the experimentally-derived catalytic efficiency of
γ = 0.0173, in addition to the limiting cases of γ = 1 and γ = 0. Copper is known to be
strongly catalytic to atomic nitrogen recombination and this is reflected in the relatively
high γ value.






















Figure 4.12: Temperature profile from simulation compared with LIF data for case N2-1,
γ = 0.0173.
Figure 4.12 shows a plot of computed temperature overlaid with experimentally mea-
sured temperature data. It is seen that the wall and boundary layer edge temperatures are
loosely in agreement while the bulk of the experimental data falls well below the simulated
temperature profile. This behavior suggests that for this condition, the simulated bound-
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ary layer is thinner than actually occurs in the experimental facility. Owing to the similar
wall and edge conditions, the simulated data qualitatively appears to have a much steeper
temperature gradient. Even when accounting for the experimental uncertainty of 500 K,
there is a marked difference between the measured and simulated data. This could be the
result of uncertainties at the inlet in the experimental facility which would have effects on
the boundary layer thickness on the test article.




























Figure 4.13: Relative N atom mole fraction from simulations compared to measured LIF
data for case N2-1, γ = 0.0173.
Figure 4.13 shows computed relative nitrogen mole fractions for γ = [0, 0.0173, 1.0]
overlaid with the experimental data used to derive the value γ = 0.0173. As with the
previous plot of the temperature profile, the two data sets show a similar trend but the
experimental data suggests that the actual boundary layer thickness is greater than that seen
in the simulated data. In spite of this disagreement, it is seen that in both cases the relative
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mole fraction of atomic nitrogen features a steep gradient near the wall, indicating that
the atomic nitrogen population is being depleted. The relatively high catalytic efficiency
indicates that surface recombination is likely the dominant mechanism here but the low wall
temperature, and consequently low temperature in the near-wall region, may also indicate
that gas phase recombination is occurring before atoms reach the wall through diffusive
processes.
4.3.2 Cold quartz test article, T∞ = 6000 K, Tw = 800 K
A cold quartz test article with a wall temperature of 800 K and a boundary layer edge
temperature of 6000 K was simulated for the experimentally-derived catalytic efficiency of
γ = 0.000755, in addition to the bounding cases of γ = 1 and γ = 0.






















Figure 4.14: Temperature profile from simulation compared with LIF data for case N2-2,
γ = 0.000755.
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Figure 4.14 shows computed temperature overlaid with experimentally measured tem-
perature data. Generally good agreement is seen within the first 1.5 mm of the boundary
layer, although some experimental data points fall well below the computed temperature
profile. At the farthest measurement location from the surface, at slightly less than x = 4
mm, there are two experimental data points taken at the same location that are within
the experimental uncertainty and close to the boundary layer edge temperature of 6000
K. Unlike the boundary layer thickness observed in Case N2-1, the simulation and experi-
mental data both suggest a thickness of approximately 3 mm. This is in keeping with the
value observed in other data sets within this work and serves as further evidence that the
behavior seen in the previous case is anomalous.




























Figure 4.15: Relative N atom mole fraction from simulations compared to measured LIF
data for case N2-2, γ = 0.000755.
Figure 4.15 shows computed temperature overlaid with the experimental data used to
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derive the catalytic efficiency γ = 0.000755. Both data sets show similar trends of a declining
atomic nitrogen populated towards the sample surface, but the simulation significantly over-
predicts the atomic population within the boundary layer. The curve for γ = 0.000755
predicts a wall composition of χˆ = 0.52 while the trend of the experimental data suggests
that χˆ ≈ 0.2 is a more realistic value. For low γ values in this configuration, it is apparent
that the atomic nitrogen population is strongly driven by the wall catalytic efficiency. This
suggests that gas phase recombination for this case may not be playing a strong role in the
near-wall population in light of the fact that at the temperatures seen in this region, there
should exist a minimal atomic population.
4.3.3 α-SiC test article, T∞ = 6000 K, Tw = 1500 K
A monolithic silicon carbide test article with a wall temperature of 1500 K and a boundary
layer edge temperature of 6000 K was simulated for the experimentally-derived catalytic
efficiency of γ = 0.00587, in addition to the bounding cases of γ = 1 and γ = 0.
Figure 4.16 shows computed temperature overlaid with experimental data. Good agree-
ment is seen between both data sets with regard to both the boundary layer thickness and
the temperature profile within the boundary layer. All but one near-wall data point fall
within the experimental uncertainty range relative to the computed profile and the sin-
gle outlying point may be the result of the laser beam being clipped near the surface, as
discussed in previous sections.
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Figure 4.16: Temperature profile from simulation compared with LIF data for case N2-3,
γ = 0.00587.
Figure 4.17 shows computed relative nitrogen mole fractions overlaid with the experi-
mental data used to derive the catalytic efficiency γ = 0.00587 for an α-SiC test article.
All but two experimental data points fall within the theoretical bounds of γ = [0, 1] for the
boundary layer composition. There is a significant amount of scatter in the experimental
data, but its trend supports the computed profile for γ = 0.00587. For this configura-
tion, it is seen that this catalytic efficiency results in an atomic nitrogen population within
the boundary layer that seems to fall neatly between the upper and lower bounds for the
composition, suggesting that α-SiC is moderately catalytic with regard to atomic nitrogen
recombination. This notion is further reinforced by the catalytic efficiency falling between
the values for cold quartz and copper, although it should be apparent to the reader that
the relationship between γ and wall composition is strongly nonlinear.
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Figure 4.17: Relative N atom mole fraction from simulations compared to measured LIF
data for case N2-3, γ = 0.00587.
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4.4 Code-to-code validation of UVM ICP facility model
A code-to-code validation of the Mutation++ implementation in NGA was performed rela-
tive to a 2013 study [55] in which the code LeMANS [39] was used to model the UVM ICP
torch facility. Validation is undertaken by direct comparison of boundary layer temperature
and species concentration profiles, the latter reported in terms of relative number density.
The previous study utilized a 2 species nitrogen mixture (N, N2) and one reversible
reaction:
N2 +M  2N +M (4.11)
whereas the present work utilizes the 5 species nitrogen mixture seen in Appendix B using
Park’s rates [58]. The previous study used a finite rate surface chemistry model which
simulated the test article material as a carbon surface and considered a carbon nitridation
efficiency. Owing to the absence of this surface chemistry mechanism in the present work,
only cases in which the nitridation efficiency was set to zero are considered, thus allowing for
a direct comparison between the catalytic model implemented here and the more complex
finite rate surface model.
The relevant parameters characterizing the simulated cases are seen in table 4.3. These
conditions are representative of a relatively low pressure test to probe for atomic nitrogen
in the experimental facility. The familiar bounding conditions of γ = 0 and γ = 1 are
simulated, in addition to γ = 0.07, an experimentally-determined value representative of
pure carbon interacting with a nitrogen plasma.
Poperating [kPa] Tin [K] Twall [K] γ
12.5 kPa 7000 1590 0.0, 0.07, 1.0
Table 4.3: Conditions simulated for comparison between NGA and LeMANS..
Nitrogen atom composition in the boundary layer is reported here in terms of relative
number density. This metric was chosen by the authors of the previous study as a way to
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compare computational results to experimental results which were expressed only in relative
terms. Number density of a species can be computed from the simulated quantities of mass










In order to compare to experimental data, the authors of the previous study then scaled
these values to the experimental data based on the experimental value (also in relative
number density) at the measured point furthest from the sample surface. This last step
results in a non-unity value at the boundary layer edge, counter to what would be expected
from equation 4.13. Consequently, the results obtained with NGA have been scaled to the
boundary layer edge values reported by the authors in order to make a direct comparison.
Figure 4.18 shows the computed boundary layer temperature profiles from both codes
for γ = 0 and γ = 1. The profile for γ = 0.07 has been omitted from this plot because
it essentially falls on top of the γ = 1 curve. Despite the clutter, it is apparent that the
temperature profiles for these catalytic efficiencies differ significantly from one another but
both codes feature an similar predictions.
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Figure 4.18: Temperature profiles from NGA and LeMANS for γ = 0, 1.
Figure 4.19 shows the temperature profiles from both codes for γ = 0. Both curves
follow a very similar trend yet NGA predicts a higher (∼100 K) boundary layer edge
temperature resulting in a higher temperature across the entire boundary layer. Since the
inlet conditions are identical, the higher edge temperature computed with NGA could be
indicative of two possible occurrences: 1) recombination reactions in the freestream are
proceeding more slowly, leading to less chemical energy being released into the flow; or 2)
enthalpy decreases more slowly along the jet axis, leading to a higher-enthalpy condition at
the boundary layer edge.
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Figure 4.19: Temperature profiles for γ =
0.0 from NGA and LeMANS.



















Figure 4.20: Temperature profiles for γ =
1.0 from NGA and LeMANS.
Figure 4.20 shows the temperature profiles from both codes for γ = 1. Again, both curves
follow a similar trend and NGA predicts a slightly higher boundary layer edge temperature,
again about 100 K above the value predicted by LeMANS. At approximately x = 0.001
m, the temperature profiles cross and in the near-wall region, LeMANS predicts higher
temperatures. This has the result that NGA predicts a very slightly shallower temperature
gradient at the wall even though the apparent boundary layer thicknesses are practically
identical. The higher edge temperature with NGA could be explained by the same reasons
mentioned in the discussion for the γ = 0 temperature profile. The shallower temperature
gradient at the wall likely results from a comparative under-prediction of heat released at
the wall due to surface recombination, in effect the result the of differences in the chemical
models applied.
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Figure 4.21: Relative nitrogen atom number density profiles from NGA and LeMANS for
varying γ values.
Figure 4.21 shows relative nitrogen atom number density profiles across the boundary
layer for all three catalytic efficiencies. For γ = 0, it is seen that NGA significantly under-
predicts the wall population of nitrogen atoms, resulting in a much lower atomic population
across the entire boundary layer. It is probable that this difference results from the use of
different reaction rate sets (Park rates in NGA and Gnoffo’s 1989 rates [24] in LeMANS)
for the gas phase, as γ = 0 implies that no surface chemistry takes place. The predicted
wall compositions for γ = 0.07 are very similar, however in the middle part of the boundary
layer NGA predicts a slightly higher atomic population. The profiles for γ = 1 show a
trend similar to that observed for temperature: NGA predicts a higher concentration of
nitrogen atoms for the outer part of the boundary layer, but near the wall the curves cross
and the species gradient computed by NGA ends up being shallower. Despite this, both
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codes predict the same result of a negligible population of atoms residing on the wall. This
is to be expected, as γ = 1 implies that all atoms will recombine to molecules at the wall.
The outcomes of this validation exercise suggest that NGA provides similar performance
to LeMANS with regard to predicting boundary layer temperature and species concentra-
tion profiles for a simulation of the UVM ICP facility, despite it being, at its core, a very
different code. The differences that exist in predictions of wall composition, and to a lesser
extent temperature, can likely be explained by differences in the thermochemical models
implemented in each code. Owing to the validity of the methods used by both, nothing seen
here suggests that the models implemented into NGA for plasma modeling require recon-
sideration, rather, the results of this validation serve as a data point towards confirmation
of its ability to accurately simulate high temperature, reacting plasmas.
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4.5 Effects of nonequilibrium behavior of nitrogen on plasma
jet composition
A series of simulations were performed to investigate the effect of reaction rates for nitrogen
recombination on the composition of the plasma jet relative to LTE values. Experimental
data obtained in the plasma torch facility suggests that when hot, graphite is highly catalytic
to nitrogen recombination. The surface recombination rate may be faster than the gas phase
recombination rate being driven by temperature, which when paired with a high surface
temperature would result in a boundary layer that is strongly in nonequilibrium all the way
to its edge. The boundary layer edge composition can also significantly affect the state
of the boundary layer; this study aims to characterize the effect of nonequilibrium inlet
composition on the boundary layer edge composition.
In order to study the sensitivity of gas phase nitrogen to recombination reaction rates,
nonequilibrium inlet conditions were specified in order to assess the behavior of atomic
nitrogen within the plasma jet. Specifically, the nonequilibrium conditions at the inlet were
formulated such that there existed an overabundance of nitrogen atoms relative to the LTE
composition for a given temperature. A summary of these inlet conditions is seen in Table
4.4.
Case Tin yN yN2
LTE 6000 0.263279 0.736662
Overpopulated N atom 6000 0.5 0.5
Table 4.4: Inlet conditions for N2 nonequilibrium simulations.
Nonequilibrium effects were examined in a parametric study first by varying the reaction
rate for nitrogen recombination at a constant pressure. While this approach cannot be
replicated experimentally, it provides insight into the role of reaction rates in the chemical
composition of the plasma jet. The second study utilized fixed reaction rates and instead
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varied the ambient pressure of the test chamber. This approach has the benefit of being
completely physical and is possible to study experimentally. In both cases, the computed
mass fraction of nitrogen is compared to the LTE values for the temperature at any given
point.
The geometry used in this study is the standard configuration used in previous sections
in the absence of an obstacle in the flow. The computational field extends 20 centimeters
downstream from the ICP torch exit. This distance was chosen because it is significantly
longer than any outlet-to-sample distance currently used in the UVM facility (indeed, using
a larger distance for TPS material testing is counter to achieving high boundary layer edge
temperatures) and also because it represents a viable physical range over which the plasma
jet can be observed using experimental techniques. This study thus allows for an estimation
of what the boundary layer edge conditions would be at a given point in the flow. Results
presented in this section are taken when the jet is fully developed and no longer evolving
in time.
In the interest of a visualization, Figure 4.22 shows contours of nitrogen atom mass
fraction for a fully-developed jet with an LTE inlet condition. It is seen that the mass
fraction appears to remain at a fairly constant value for the first half of the jet. As the jet
expands and dissipates, the nitrogen atom population begins to decrease noticeably as a
result of the temperature decreasing as the jet flows into the much cooler ambient gas.
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Figure 4.22: Contours of nitrogen atom mass fraction for LTE inlet conditions, Tin = 6000K.
4.5.1 Effect of varying N atom recombination reaction rates
Simulations were performed utilizing three different scaled reaction rates for nitrogen atom
recombination: 0.1kf , kf , and 10kf . This approach lacks the direct physical analogue of the
pressure-varying approach seen in Section 4.5.2, but provides a clear view into the effects
of the recombination rate on temperature and composition within the plasma jet.
Figure 4.23 shows the atomic nitrogen mass fraction along the jet centerline for the
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three different reaction rates. As is expected, the mass fractions for the artificially-adjusted
reaction rates serve as bounds to the case utilizing standard reaction rates. It is seen that
for the slow case, kf = 0.1kf , recombination takes place very gradually and never converges
towards the value seen for standard kf . Although the nitrogen mass fraction for the slow
case does not converge towards the standard case within this domain, over a longer domain
it would be expected to eventually do so once the temperature is such that it no longer
supports a nonequilibrium population of N atoms.
Conversely, and intuitively, recombination takes place very quickly for kf = 10kf , show-
ing a sharp drop in N mass fraction within the first centimeter of the domain, briefly staying
constant, and then decreasing along the remainder of the domain. By x = 0.07 [m], it is
evident that faster recombination rates result in a tendency to trend towards the standard
case much faster than is seen with slower reaction rates.



















Figure 4.23: Mass fraction of N atom along plasma jet axis for varying inlet conditions.
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Figure 4.24 shows the same data as figure 4.23 but zoomed to the first half of the domain
to more clearly show differences in the behavior of the cases.



















Figure 4.24: Mass fraction of N atom along plasma jet axis for varying inlet conditions.
Figure 4.25 shows the resultant temperature along the plasma jet for the various cases.
It is seen that for the slow case, the temperature increase is relatively minimal. Interestingly,
it reaches its maximal value (roughly x = 0.06) before the standard case (x = 0.07) yet
well after the fast case (x = 0.04). Similar to the behavior of the atomic mass fractions,
the temperature for the slow case does not converge towards the values computed using
standard kf . Mirroring the behavior of the mass fraction, the fast case very quickly reaches
its maximum temperature and proceeds to decrease along the axis as it converges towards
the computed temperatures for the standard case. The drastically different behavior in
temperature is expected, even with the relatively small differences in mass fraction, owing
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to the dependence of temperature on the species production rate, per equations 2.33 and
2.34.
























Figure 4.25: Temperature along plasma jet axis for varying values of kf .
Figure 4.26 compares the computed, nonequilibrium mass fraction with the LTE values
for the resultant temperature profile seen in figure 4.25 for the slow reaction rate of kf =
0.1kf . Owing to the temperature increase downstream from the inlet, the LTE mass fraction
of N atom increases accordingly, but it is seen that the nonequilibrium values resulting from
the overpopulated inlet condition remain significantly different from the LTE values across
the domain. This is not unexpected: the slower reaction rates combined with the high
speed of the jet result in a strongly nonequilibrium composition along the entire length
of the jet. Owing to this result, if a test article were placed in this flow utilizing the
slowed reaction rates, the boundary layer edge composition would be in nonequilibrium,
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which could prevent the entire boundary layer from reaching equilibrium regardless of the
conditions of the sample surface.





















Figure 4.26: Mass fraction of N atom along plasma jet axis for kf = kf/10.
Figure 4.27 shows the computed nonequilibrium N atom mass fraction with the LTE
values for the temperature profile from figure 4.25 for standard reaction rates. Comparing
the nonequilibrium values seen here with those for 0.1kf , it is seen that the nonequilibrium
population of N atom decreases noticeably faster. This faster recombination and resultant
temperature increase cause the composition of the jet to tend towards equilibrium in a
very visible manner. The sharp increase in temperature drives an increase in the LTE N
atom mass fraction, reaching a maximum that coincides with the maximum temperature
at approximately x = 0.07. Although standard reaction rates for N atom recombination
result in a composition that is much closer to equilibrium, a test article placed in the flow
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would likely feature a boundary layer with an edge composition that is at least weakly
in nonequilibrium. Depending on the test article material and surface temperature, it is
possible that the boundary layer would remain in nonequilibrium, however owing to the
edge composition, the existence of an equilibrium boundary layer is more probably when
applying standard reaction rates rather than artificially slowed rates.



















Figure 4.27: Mass fraction of N atom along plasma jet axis for kf at published value.
Lastly, figure 4.28 shows computed nonequilibrium N atom mass fraction compared with
the LTE values at the resultant temperature for the artificially increased reaction rate of
kf = 10kf . Owing to the rapid recombination, a sharp temperature increase is observed
in figure 4.25. Accordingly, after this rapid increase, the N atom mass fraction briefly
stabilizes before beginning to decrease with increasing axial distance along the jet. This
region of near-constant N atom mass fraction could be caused by the combination of the
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upstream nonequilibrium composition balancing with the increase in temperature before
the temperature decreases as the jet slowly dissipates along the axis. It can be seen that
with a fast reaction rate and large temperature increase, the conditions in the jet reach an
equilibrium condition around x = 0.03 [m] from the inlet. Thus, if a sample were placed
into this flow, the boundary layer edge would be in equilibrium.



















Figure 4.28: Mass fraction of N atom along plasma jet axis for kf = 10kf .
In this section, simulations were performed studying nitrogen atom mass fraction and
temperature along the centerline of the plasma jet for artificially altered recombination
rates for nitrogen recombination: kf = {0.1kf , kf , 10kf}. It was observed that with slowed
rates, there is minimal temperature increase and the composition of the jet never reaches
equilibrium as a result of the nonequilibrium inlet conditions dominating the composition of
the jet faster than the gas phase chemistry is able to proceed towards equilibrium, resulting
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in a strongly nonequilibrium flow throughout the jet. Using standard reaction rates, a more
modest temperature increase was observed and N atom mass fraction trended towards
equilibrium along the jet but did not fully achieve an LTE condition within the simulated
domain. At the highest reaction rate, kf = 10kf , a drastic temperature increase was seen
along with a rapid, yet initially small, shift in composition to equilibrium, resulting in the
jet being in equilibrium from x = 0.03 [m] onwards. These preliminary results suggest that
for constant nonequilibrium inlet conditions, reaction rates for recombination play a vital
role in the composition of flow despite the high speed of the jet and resultant low residence
time.
4.5.2 Effect of varying pressure on plasma jet composition and tempera-
ture
Simulations were performed utilizing standard reaction rates at pressures of 10 kPa, 15
kPa, 20 kPa, and 30 kPa. A table summarizing these conditions can be seen in Table 4.5.
This represents a viable range of operating pressures for the UVM ICP facility. Unlike the
method utilized in Section 4.5.1, the method used in this section can be replicated in an






Table 4.5: Pressures used for N2 nonequilibrium simulations.
The previous method of varying reaction rates featured in identical inlet conditions
which then changed as the jet evolved downstream. The approach of varying the operating
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pressure of the jet results different inlet conditions, specifically different mixture densities
for each pressure. While the downstream variations in temperature for varying reaction
rates altered the gas density further along in the flow, the differences in inlet density result
in flows with completely different Reynolds numbers. While the Reynolds numbers differ
for the cases of different pressure, in all cases the flows remained laminar within the region
simulated. At higher pressures and thus higher Reynolds numbers, it is believed that
instabilities develop in the plasma jet, resulting in chaotic behavior which is not well-suited
to materials testing.





















Figure 4.29: Mass fraction of N atom along plasma jet axis for varying pressures.
Figure 4.29 shows the computed N atom mass fraction along the jet centerline for the
different pressure cases. It is seen that over the full length of the simulated domain, the
degree of recombination is inversely proportional to the operating pressure of the jet. Figure
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4.30 shows a zoomed view of the same data over the first 5 cm of the simulated region.
Within the first 2 cm from the inlet, it is seen that recombination takes place in a more
intuitive way, with the highest degree of recombination taking place for the highest pressure.























Figure 4.30: Mass fraction of N atom along plasma jet axis for varying pressures. Zoomed
to the first 5 cm of the simulated domain to more clearly show nonequilibrium behavior
near inlet.
The recombination behavior at different pressures is more easily understood when com-
bined with the computed temperature profiles in figure 4.31. Similar to the simulations
wherein reaction rates were varied, large differences are observed in the temperature profile
along the jet centerline for different pressures. At the lowest pressure of 10 kPa, a very slight
increase in temperature is seen. As pressure is increased, temperature downstream of the
inlet increases. The computed temperature is a function of mixture enthalpy, mixture spe-
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Figure 4.31: Temperature along plasma jet axis for varying pressures.
cific heat, and species production rates. Within the studied range of pressures and constant
inlet temperature, neither the mixture enthalpy nor specific heat vary significantly. This
suggests, unsurprisingly, that the temperature increase within the jet is a strong function of
species production rates, which in turn are a function of the pressure or, more accurately,
density of the mixture. As discussed in Section 1.1.2, there have been numerous studies
which concluded that the conditions within the induction region are in equilibrium. If this
were the case and the equilibrium condition held even at the quartz tube outlet, then the
inlet composition specified for these simulations would be erroneous. In reality, it is proba-
ble that the inlet composition is 1) not in equilibrium; and 2) not as far from equilibrium as
is simulated here. If these two points are valid, specifically the latter, then the temperature
increase within the jet downstream of the inlet would likely be significantly less than what
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is observed here.
Figure 4.32 shows the nonequilibrium N atom mass fraction compared with the equilib-
rium values at the resultant temperature at 10 kPa. It is seen that the computed nonequi-
librium conditions from the overpopulated inlet remain far from equilibrium over the entire
domain, despite the relatively high LTE N atom population that would exist due to the low
pressure. At this low pressure, the species production rates appear to be sufficiently low to
keep the composition strongly in nonequilibrium while at the same time causing very little
temperature increase, as seen in Figure 4.31.


















Figure 4.32: Nonequilibrium mass fraction of N atom along plasma jet axis compared to
LTE values at 10132 Pa.
Figure 4.33 shows nonequilibrium N atom mass fraction overlaid with equilibrium mass
fraction for the plasma jet at 15 kPa. At this pressure, it is seen that the equilibrium N
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atom mass fraction at the inlet is significantly lower than the 10 kPa case, however the
greater temperature increase in the freestream leads to a higher LTE population of N atom
further downstream in the jet. At this pressure, the nonequilibrium conditions trend more
clearly towards an LTE composition than the case of 10 kPa but they still do not fully
achieve this within the simulated domain. With regard to the composition in roughly the
middle of the domain where a test article would be placed (x ≈ 10 cm), the computed N
atom mass fraction is still well out of equilibrium and would result in a nonequilibrium
condition at the boundary layer edge.


















Figure 4.33: Nonequilibrium mass fraction of N atom along plasma jet axis compared to
LTE values at 15198 Pa.
Figure 4.35 shows nonequilibrium N atom mass fraction overlaid with equilibrium mass
fraction for the plasma jet at 20 kPa. This pressure is commonly used in the UVM ICP torch
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facility and thus is indicative of experimental conditions. As is expected with increasing
pressure, the equilibrium population of nitrogen atoms at the inlet decreases relative to the
lower pressure cases but the maximum LTE population in the freestream is greater. The
higher temperature is a direct result of the higher species production rates which occur at
this increased pressure. As a consequence of this temperature, the nonequilibrium nitrogen
population quickly converges towards the LTE values at the resultant temperature. For a
typical experimental configuration with the test article approximately 10 centimeters from
the inlet, the boundary layer edge would be weakly in nonequilibrium.


















Figure 4.34: Nonequilibrium mass fraction of N atom along plasma jet axis compared to
LTE values at 20264 Pa.
Figure 4.35 shows nonequilibrium N atom mass fraction overlaid with equilibrium mass
fraction for the plasma jet at 30 kPa. Compared to the lower pressure cases, the decrease
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in the nonequilibrium nitrogen population in the first 5 centimeters from the inlet is sub-
stantial. Owing to the high pressure, the recombination reactions proceed at a faster rate
and hence release more energy into the flow. The combination of high pressure and resul-
tant high temperature leads to the simulated nonequilibrium flow converging to the LTE
composition at that temperature at approximately 8 centimeters from the inlet. If a test
article were placed in this flow, its boundary layer edge would very likely be in equilibrium.
However, while still a fairly low pressure, this configuration results in a flow regime prone
to the instabilities discussed at the beginning of this section.


















Figure 4.35: Nonequilibrium mass fraction of N atom along plasma jet axis compared to
LTE values at 30396 Pa.
In this section, simulations were performed studying the effects of varying the plasma
torch operating pressure on the composition and temperature of the plasma jet flow. It was
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seen that at the lowest studied pressure of 10 kPa, the flow remained strongly in nonequi-
librium and showed minimal temperature increase in the freestream from recombination
reactions. At 15 kPa, a more marked temperature increase was observed and while the
flow remained firmly in nonequilibrium, the trend suggests that over a longer domain the
atomic nitrogen population would reach an LTE condition. At a pressure of 20 kPa, a tem-
perature increase of approximately 400 K was observed and the atomic nitrogen population
converged to equilibrium by the end of the domain, although at likely locations for a test
article the flow was still weakly in nonequilibrium. At the maximum pressure studied of
30 kPa, a visible decrease in the nitrogen population occurred immediately downstream
of the inlet in conjunction with a temperature increase of more than 500 K. The atomic
nitrogen population converged to an equilibrium condition at approximately 8 cm down-
stream of the inlet and maintained this condition for the remainder of the domain. These
simulations suggest that for the range of operating pressures used in typical experiments
utilizing nitrogen in the UVM ICP torch facility, the boundary layer edge is at least weakly




Summary and future work
5.1 Contributions of this dissertation
A numerical model has been developed and implemented into the NGA CFD code for
high temperature thermodynamic and transport properties, finite rate gas phase chemical
kinetics, and surface catalytic efficiency in order to simulate the inductively coupled plasma
torch facility at the University of Vermont. Thermodynamic properties are computed from
statistical thermodynamics and transport properties are calculated from kinetic theory. This
framework can simulate dissociated and ionized plasmas of arbitrary composition using any
number of chemical species.
Validation of the plasma jet model has been undertaken by way of comparison to exper-
imental measurements of temperature and relative species mole fractions in the boundary
layer of a test article in oxygen-argon and nitrogen plasmas. Good agreement is seen be-
tween numerical and experimental results for cases with different surface temperatures and
catalytic efficiencies. In cases where the agreement between results is poorer, the discrep-
ancy can be attributed to scatter in the experimental data.
A code-to-code validation was performed benchmarking results from from NGA to pre-
viously published results obtained with the code LeMANS using a nitrogen mixture and
the UVM ICP torch geometry for varying catalytic efficiencies. Good agreement is seen
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between the results for species concentrations and temperature at modest and high val-
ues of catalytic efficiencies. For non-catalytic surfaces, differences between the models are
apparent and attributable to differences the gas phase reaction rates set between the codes.
Finally, a study was performed investigating the effects of varying recombination reaction
rates and operating pressure on the behavior of a nitrogen plasma jet with a nonequilibrium
inlet condition in order to determine the composition at the boundary layer edge for a test
article. It was found that for standard reaction rates and normal operating pressures the
boundary layer edge would exist in a mildly nonequilibrium state. Lower reaction rates and
lower pressures resulted in a more strongly nonequilibrium composition. Conversely, higher
pressures and faster reaction rates resulted in a plasma jet whose composition very quickly
achieved an equilibrium condition.
5.2 Recommendations for future work
Improvements in geometric capability. At present, a major limitation in NGA
is its inability to model irregular geometry. Coupling the framework developed in this
dissertation with the capability to utilize level set and immersed boundary methods would
provide the ability to simulate physically realistic test article geometries with rounded
corners while maintaining simplicity in grid generation and, accordingly, obviating the need
to alter the core of the flow solver. In addition, these methods would open the door for
ablation modeling.
Radiation modeling. In nitrogen plasmas, interaction with a carbon surface at elevated
temperatures results in the the formation of the cyanogen radical, CN− [59]. This molecule
is a strong radiator and contributes significantly to the heat flux experienced on by a TPS
material. A first step towards modeling radiative effects into NGA would be the introduction
of a radiative equilibrium boundary condition wherein the heat transferred from the gas
phase to the surface is balanced by heat radiated from the wall. This boundary condition
would allow for more realistic simulation of wall temperature based on material emissivities.
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The most thorough method to model radiation in NGA would be the inclusion of an external
library such as NEQAIR.
Electromagnetic forces. The inclusion of models for the electromagnetic forces in
the induction region of the ICP torch would allow for a more complete model of the facil-
ity. Detailed study of the fluid dynamics and chemistry that take place within the quartz
tube could be performed, thus facilitating more realistic inlet conditions for the plasma jet




Reaction constants for O2 / Ar
hybrid mixture
Reaction A n θ [K]
O2 +O  2O +O 2.0(1021) −1.5 59,360
O2 +O2  2O +O2 2.0(1021) −1.5 59,360
O + e−  O+ + e− + e− 3.9(1033) −3.78 158,500
O +O  O+2 + e− 1.1(1013) 0.0 80,600
Ar + e−  Ar+ + e− + e− 1.369(109) +0.5 135,300
Ar +Ar  Ar+ +Ar + e− 3.056(1013) +0.5 135,300
O2 +Ar  2O +Ar 2.0(1021) −1.5 59,700
Table A.1: Reaction rates for 7 species O2-Ar mixture.
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Appendix B
Reaction constants for 5 species N2
mixture
Reaction A n θ [K]
N2 +N  2N +N 3.0(1022) −1.6 113,200
N2 +N2  2N +N2 7.0(1021) −1.6 113,200
N2 +N
+
2  2N +N+2 7.0(1021) −1.6 113,200
N2 +N
+  2N +N+ 7.0(1021) −1.6 113,200
N2 + e
−  2N + e− 3.0(1024) −1.6 113,200
N + e−  N+ + 2e− 2.50(1034) −3.82 168,600
N +N  N+2 + e− 2.0(1013) 0.0 67,500
Table B.1: Reaction rates for 5 species N2 mixture.
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Appendix C
Reaction constants for 5 species air
mixture
Reaction A n θ [K]
N2 +N  2N +N 3.0(1022) −1.6 113,200
N2 +NO  2N +NO 3.0(1022) −1.6 113,200
N2 +N2  2N +N2 7.0(1021) −1.6 113,200
O2 +N2  2O +N2 1.0(1022) −1.5 59,360
O2 +NO  2O +NO 1.0(1022) −1.5 59,360
O2 +O2  2O +O2 1.0(1022) −1.5 59,360
N2 +O  NO +N 5.69(1012) +0.42 42,938
O2 +N  NO +O 2.49(109) +1.18 4005.5
NO +NO  N +O +NO 5.0(1015) 0.0 75,500
NO +N  N +N +O 5.0(1015) 0.0 75,500
NO +O  N +O +O 5.0(1015) 0.0 75,500
Table C.1: Reaction rates for 5 species air mixture.
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